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Join us for the smart studios story
music box theatre
3733 N Southport Ave, Chicago, IL
post screening with butch big, steve
marker and director wendy schneider

9PM AFTER SHOW IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING AT THE METRO WITH

CATHERINE AND NEGATIVE EXAMPLE (EX-TAR BABIES)

WELCOME!!
WELCOME

CONTENTS...

We’re back to share our love of movies and
music with you all! This year’s fest is boiling
over with international premieres of music
films, exclusive performances, a trove of
live music and parties...oh the parties. Letś
get to it.
OPENING NIGHT, April 13th: The Smart Studios
Story - at Music Box Theatre, chronicling the
Madison recording studio that birthed Nirvana’s
NeverMind and Smashing Pumpkins’ Gish. An
AFTER PARTY follows at the Metro with 90’s
rockers Catherine and ex-Tar Babies; Negative
Example.
LIVE MUSIC from Afrika Bambaataa, Tim
Hecker, Peter Murphy, Gingger Shankar, Taj
Mahal, David Banner, Slum Village, Deer Tick,
Local H, Lisa Loeb, Moonface, Polica, Taj
Mahal, The London Souls, Kap G, and many
more.
OVER 100 MUSIC MOVIES from 25 countries
including the 50th anniversary of Brian
Wilson’s Pet Sounds, a farewell to David
Bowie, and films featuring Afrika Bambaataa,
Staple Singers, Odetta, Taj Mahal, Jack White,
Fela Kuti, Norwegian Black Metal, Keith Richards,
Joan Baez and Townes Van Zandt
Our BAADASSSSS AWARD goes to Kartemquin
Films’ and Chicago's own Gordon Quinn who
has had a profound impact on the city’s film
community for over 50 years, challenging
the world to step up and make a difference.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

john mcnaughton
Mr. McNaughton is a film and TV director known
for Henry: Portrait of a Serial Killer, Mad Dog
and Glory, Wild Things, Homicide: Life on the
Streets, and most recently The Harvest.

hillel frankel - board chair
Mr. Frankel is CEO of The Entertainment Law
Office, P.C. and NoVo Management, Inc. He is
on the Advisory Council of MIFF Film
Festival and on the Board of Governors of
The Recording Academy, Chicago Chapter. His
musician credits include Heavy Manners and
Grammy-nominated Liquid Soul.

erik mckeeby - vice chair
As Vice President, Health, at Edelman, Eric
brings more than 15 years of communications and public affairs experience with an
emphasis on health, science and visual
communication.

scott gelman - treasurer
Mr. Gelman is President of One Eleven
Productions and is on the steering committee for Adbooks Online. He is an official PRO
with the social networking site Rocket 21.

amy bossov - secretary
Ms. Bossov is founder of YES Promotions. As
Chief YES Woman Amy oversees business
operations and has been branding Chicago
and the world for over 22 years.

steven a. jones

mark vanecko
Mr. Vanecko is an attorney in Chicago. He is the
legal counsel for C3 Presents and Lollapalooza.

julie spencer
Julie Spencer is the Director of Contracts
Management for Daniel J. Edelman, Inc.
She
received her B.A. in English from the University of
Michigan and her masters from Loyola University
Chicago. She loves music and is an avid concert
attendee, going to both small concerts and large

louis black
Mr. Black is a co-founder of the SXSW Film and
Music Conference and The Austin Chronicle. His
documentary producing credits include: Be
Here to Love Me: A Film About Townes Van and
Zandt and Blaze Foley: Duct Tape Messiah.

ilko davidov
Mr. Davidov founded Bulletproof Film in 1995,
where he has produced, edited, and directed
numerous award winning documentaries. In
2008, Davidov co-founded the Chicago International Movies and Music Festival (CIMMfest).

josh chicoine

Mr. Jones is the director of animated TV
commercials and Styx music videos. He
produced the films: Mad Dog and Glory,
Henry: Portrait of a Serial Killer, Wild
Things, The Promotion, The Merry Gentleman,
and The Harvest.

After years of touring with The M’s & other
Chicago bands, Josh Chicoine co-founded
CIMMfest with Ilko Davidov in 2008. Josh lives
in the Lincoln Square neighborhood with his
wife, Laura and two children, Sylvie and
Watson.

chris
chris crawford
crawford

!

As Minister of Culture for The Criterion
Collection, Chris Crawford tends to
the network of filmmakers and film
lovers that gather at the crossroads
of classic and contemporary film
culture.
An
accomplished
cook,
Crawford
welcomed
such
varied
filmmakers as Wim Wenders, Agnes
Varda, Takashi Murakami, Gaspar Noe and
Guy Maddin to Criterion's kitchen table,
and the conversations have been
chronicled online as Criterion's Kitchen
Conversations series. She also serves
as a feature associate programer for
the Sundance Film Festival.

Meet the Jury!

Quenell Jones
Jones is a member of the International
Cinematographers
Guild.
He
has
produced and photographed several
films including Public Discourse, the
birth of street art; Joe Frazier: When
the Smoke Clears, an autobiographical
documentary on the late boxing champion;
and Hustlers Convention about the
origins of rap featuring the grandfather
of rap Jalal Mansur Nuriddin, founding
member of The Last Poets.

Caryn Capotosto
Caryn Capotosto is a Documentary
Filmmaker from Chicago, now based in
Los
Angeles.
She
produced
the
acclaimed documentary, Chasing Beauty;
co-produced Best of Enemies, a 2015
Sundance Film Festival Grand Jury Prize
nominee; and the Academy Award-winning
20 Feet From Stardom. Upcoming
projects include: Afghan Cycles about
women’s rights in Afghanistan and
S-Word, an upcoming documentary about
Socialism in American culture.
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Beckie Stocchetti
Beckie works to support the independent
film community at the Chicago Film
Office. Prior to joining DCASE she was
the
Director
of
Engagement
and
Programs at Chicago's Kartemquin Films,
where she managed the professional
development programs for the organization and worked to provide producers
with critical advice and support around
engagement throughout the production
process. She has over seven years
experience supporting filmmakers and
programming independent film. She
currently serves on the boards of Full
Spectrum Features and Cinema/Chicago,
and runs an experimental documentary
series through the Nightingale Cinema
called 'Run of Life.' Beckie has a degree
from the University of Chicago in Cinema
and Media Studies with an emphasis on
contemporary political documentaries
and spectator theory.

Michael W. Phillips Jr.
Kubilay Uner
Kubilay Uner creates adventurous, eclectic, colorful
music for film and other media. He blends acoustic,
synthetic and found sounds; bends tempos, layers noise,
mixes metaphors, and is generally convinced that good
music happens when you shake things up. Music credits
include Big Sur based on Jack Kerouac’s novel; the
Polish Brothers’ For Lovers Only; and the Tarkovsky
documentary Time Within Time. He is Director of Music
Composition for the Screen MFA program at Columbia
College Chicago.

Michael W. Phillips Jr. is the Founder and
Director of South Side Projections, a
nonprofit organization presenting film
screenings and discussions throughout
Chicago's South Side. He was the film
program director at CIMMfest for five
of its first six years, and the film
programmer at the Bank of America
Cinema during its final years. He has
served on juries for Chicago Underground
Film Festival, Chicago International
Children's Film Festival, and Chicago
International Film Festival. He makes
found-footage
music
videos
and
music-related documentaries, and his
works have shown in the US and Europe.

advisory board
BRUCE SHERIDAN
Mr. Sheridan is the Chair of Cinema
Art + Science at Columbia College
Chicago. He is a producer and director
of drama, documentary, and music
projects including Lawless, Head
Games, This Song Is Old, and Children
First.

MARTIN ATKINS
Mr. Atkins was a member of Public
Image Ltd. and Killing Joke. He
founded Pigface, The Damage Manual,
and Murder Inc., and has contributed
to Nine Inch Nails and Ministry. He is
owner of Invisible Records and
Mattress Factory Recording Studios
and Music Business Department Chair
at SAE Chicago.

STEPHEN COLLINS
Stephen Collins is an art technologist
and early adopter of internet
technology.
He
pioneered
live
streaming for dial up modem users
and has progressed to executive
level positions at AOL, Apple,
Samsung, and now EverSport.tv.

FRAN ALLEN-LEAKE
Ms. Allen-Leake is a Chicago-based
music producer and Owner/Chief
Producer of LJET Productions. She
is co-producer of the Chicago Blues
Mamas and sits on the Board of
Directors of EARS.

JOE SHANAHAN

HANK LOTT

Mr. Shanahan is founder and owner
of Metro Chicago and Smart Bar in
Chicago. He is also part owner of the
Daily Bar and Grill and the Double
Door.

Mr. Lott is a film financier, MLB Scout
for the Seattle Mariners, and a
former
professional
baseball
player.

SCOTT FETTERS
DIRECTOR OF 2112- A 20,000 SQUARE
FOOT
MUSIC,
FILM/VIDEO,
AND
CREATIVE FOCUSED TECHNOLOGY INCUBATION SPACE LOCATED IN FORT KNOX
STUDIOS. SITS ON THE BOARD OF
DIRECTORS OF THE CHICAGO MUSIC
COMMISSION AND SHARING NOTES,
ADVISORY
BOARD
OF
CHICAGO
MUSIC.ORG AND AMBASSADORS BOARD
OF CHICAGO CHILDREN’S CHOIR.

REID HYAMS
Mr. Hyams is founder and owner of
the
multi-room
music
recording
facility, Chicago Trax Recording. He is
co-founder and current officer of
EARS
(Engineering
and
Recording
Society of Chicago), and director and
owner of X-Art Entertainment.

TONY KARMAN
Mr. Karman is the President
Director of EXPO CHICAGO. He
been active in the civic, business,
cultural communities of Chicago
over 30 years.

and
has
and
for

john anderson
emmy award winner and director, born
in chicago, brian wilson presents
smile, and sam lay in bluesland.

lynn orman-weiss
creative director and producer at
orman music & media group.

victoria auerbach
executive with the secretary of state
of
illinois,
political
community
activist, and event planner.

pete lemke
art patron, music enthusiast, and
executive manager for domestic and
international markets.

michelle olson
president
and
chief
strategist,
mission point specializing in nonprofits.

fran allen-leake
Music producer and owner of ljet
productions and former vp of the
recording academy.

katie tuten
co-owner of hideout and a social
justice advocate.

lucia palmarini
youth media technology
free spirit media.

manager,
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ffeeaattuurree ntaarryy
meent opening night film!!!
ddooccuum
the smart studios story

WENDY SCHNEIDER | usa | 90 min | MUSIC BOX

cimmfest and & record store day
present:

q&a with:
Butch vig (smart studios)/garbage
steve marker (smart studios/garbage
Wendy schneider (director)

$15
Q&A

What do Nirvana, Smashing Pumpkins, Garbage, and countless
other alt-rock heavyweights have in common? All of them created
music at Smart Studios, the legendary recording facility founded
by Butch Vig and Steve Marker. Drawing on never-before-seen
archival footage, in-depth interviews with musicians and
producers, and a mighty soundtrack, The Smart Studios Story
reveals the pivotal Midwest link to the global rise of 1990s
alternative rock and the unassuming Madison, Wisconsin recording
studio at its center. WEDNESDAY, APRIL 13TH 7:30PM

hustlers convention
MIKE TODD | USA | 113 MIN | LOGAN

$12

AFTER PARTY AT METRO ...

catherine

Catherine founding members Neil Jendon and Jerome Brown, rode
the early 90s Chicago Grunge wave to fame behind producer Billy
Corgan (Smashing Pumpkins). Melodies and songs were always at
the heart of Catherine’s music and with the release of their sophomore
record in 1993, Sorry!, Catherine hit their stride and became staples
of college radio throughout the rest of the decade. Reuniting for the
first time in years at CIMMfest No. 8, Catherine will play from their
catalogue as part of the Smart Studios Story premiere, documenting
the famed recording studio to which they will be forever linked.

PLAYING WITH ...

negative
negativeex-tar
example
example
babies

Off-kilter and surprising, the Tar Babies were part of a mid 80s
musical era filled with bands that would never take the chances they
did, and some would say paid the price for it. Others revel in what
originator, Bucky Pope conjured with his own version of rock and
jazz and funk with songs soaked in dissonance and rhythmic plinks.
Now comes his new version, Negative Example and their 2015
release. Still pushing the boundaries of musical convergence, still
urgent, maybe a bit more laid back, but ultimately messy, groovy, and
still surprising.

the smalls:
forever is a long time

Q&A

trevor smith | canada | 108 MIN | LOGAN
In 1973, Jalal Mansur Nuriddin, a member of the legendary
poetry and music group The Last Poets, released an album that
changed the face of music and would later cement his status as
“The Grandfather of Rap. Hustlers Convention gave a voice to the
streets, and resonated hard within inner cities across America.
Blending historic archival footage with animated sequences set
to the music dives deep into Nuriddin’s personal story as one
of rap’s true pioneers. Featuring powerful interviews with key
figures such as Chuck D, Ice-T, and Fab 5 Freddy, Hustlers
Convention is a journey into an album that is just as relevant
today as it was then. THURSDAY, APRIL 14TH 9:00PM

Storming out of rural Alberta, The smalls were quasi-punks in
John Deere caps equally influenced by hardcore, speed metal,
country, and jazz. Through the 1990s the quartet carried the
flag for culturally overlooked Western Canada, building a
rabid fan base on the back of raucous shows in small towns
few bands would bother. In 2001, they bowed out (with a
tour definitively titled Goodbye Forever) and drifted apart, with
bassist Corb Lund re-emerging as an alt-country star. Thirteen
years later, The smalls reunite for a tour, testing the bond with
their audience and each other.
THURSDAY, APRIL 14TH 9:15PM

FOR FULL SCHEDULE, INFO, PASS AND TICKET SALES VISIT... CIMMFEST.ORG
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Q&A

blackhearts

horn FROM the heart:

the paul butterfield story
JOHN ANDERSON | usa | 40 min | SFA

$12

As a teenager in Chicago’s Hyde Park, Paul Butterfield broke
cultural barriers by traveling to tough South and West Side
neighborhoods to learn at the feet of Muddy Waters, Howlin’
Wolf, and Little Walter, then carried the blues torch to the
predominantly white rock audience of the 1960s. The late
harmonica genius and bandleader’s journey is the heart of
the latest project from blues chronicler and CIMMfest veteran
John Anderson (“Born in Chicago,” “Sam Lay in Bluesland”).
Anderson will show excerpts from his upcoming doc (featuring
Butterfield peers and admirers like Bonnie Raitt, B.B. King,
Elvin Bishop, Paul Shaffer, and Todd Rundgren) and discuss his
work bringing Chicago music history to the big screen at this
CIMMfest special event.
FRIDAY, APRIL 15TH 7:00PM

A song for you:
the austin city limits story
KEITH MAITLAND | : | 96 min | OTSFM

fredrik horn akselsen | norway | 83 min | logan

$12

Q&A

u.s.
premiere

A fresh look into Norway’s notorious black metal scene from a
striking new angle. While the genre’s Norwegian pioneers settle into
middle age, wiping off the corpse paint and embracing family
life, three obsessive fans from vastly different religious and
political backgrounds risk family ties, freedom, and even their
souls to perform in the place where black metal became
synonymous with Satanism, arson, and murder. Heartfelt and
surprisingly funny, Blackhearts examines just how far people
will go for the music they love.
FRIDAY, APRIL 15TH 8:30PM
playing with... FUCKKKYOUUU- PG 19

the ex: and so say all of us
SEAN ZISSOU | IRELAND | 87 min | SFA

$12

$12
Quick: Which TV music show has won both a Peabody Award and
the National Medal of Arts? Austin City Limits. A Song for You
makes clear why. Featuring a bevy of pivotal performances by
everybody from Willie Nelson and Jack White to Ray Charles and
Radiohead, this is the ultimate backstage pass to the longestrunning music show in television history, recounting ACL’s 40year evolution from local outlaw-country showcase to a required
stopping point for superstars, cult bands, and up-and-comers from
just about every corner of popular music.

FRIDAY, APRIL 15TH 7:00PM
playing with... POSSESSED BY PAUL
JAMES-HURRICANE - PG 19

presented in conjunction with with

(In)justice for all film festival

songs of redemption

AMANDA SANS | : | 79 min | COMFORT STATION

Filmed over three nights in London, ‘And So Say All of Us’
showcases The Ex live celebrating their “33 1/3 anniversary.” But
this was no exercise in nostalgia: these Dutch underground legends
have always looked forward, never back, and this euphoric concert
doc testifies to the exploratory spirit that fueled the band’s evolution
from anarcho-punk screech into realms of free jazz, no wave funk,
and African groove. Along with the spiraling rhythms of The
Ex songs like “Addis Hum” and “Gondar,” the film includes
experimental interludes featuring Chicago’s own Ken Vandermark
and other free-improv heavyweights.

FRIDAY, APRIL 15TH 8:45PM

FREE!!!

Jamaica is not generally known for a progressive penal system, but at Kingston’s notorious General Penitentiary inmates have access
to musical training, a radio station, and recording facilities as part of a program officials credit with significantly reducing once-rampant
violence within the imposing brick walls. Songs of Redemption goes inside “GP” to show how the ability to make music behind bars affects
prisoners’ lives in providing not just a desperately needed creative outlet, but also a means to confront their violent pasts and to send a
ska-, dub-, and reggae-inflected message of peace to the outside world.
FRIDAY, APRIL 15TH 7:00PM
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sir doug and the
genuine texas cosmic groove
joe nick patoski | Usa | 83 min | LOGAN

$12

Doug Sahm started out life as a country music prodigy, then a
teenage R&B dynamo who famously caused a riot at his high
school. Sahm later emerged as an international rock star as the
frontman of the Sir Douglas Quintet. He landed in San Francisco
just in time for the Summer of Love in 1967, then returned to
Texas as a cowboy hippie rocker who became a key part of Austin’s
burgeoning outlaw music scene when he formed Tex-Mex
supergroup, The Texas Tornados. A kinetic, quirky character
with an innate wanderlust, Sahm’s story is the story of Texas
music.
FRIDAY, APRIL 15TH 9:15PM

chicago
premiere
playing with... JUSTIN AND THE SALTY DOGS“STREETWISE” - PG 19

erbarme dich-matthaus
passion stories
ramon gieling | netherlands | 90 min | sfa

$12
Dutch filmmaker Ramón Gieling’s documentary on Johann
Sebastian Bach’s monumental “St. Matthew Passion” lies less
in music history than in the intensely personal response people
have to Bach’s 3½-hour oratorio version of Christ’s final days,
particularly the soaring, piercing aria “Erbarme Dich.” Gieling
speaks to noted musicians, performers, and artists who’ve
interpreted the Passion–while staging his own idiosyncratic
version in an abandoned Amsterdam church with a choir
of homeless people–in this gorgeously allusive and deeply
emotional homage. SATURDAY, APRIL 16TH 12:30PM

u.s.
premiere
presented in conjunction with with

icelandair
we like it like that
M RAMIREZ WARREN | USA | 78 MIN | LOGAN

sigur ros: heima
DEAN DEBLOIS | ICELAND | 97 min | LINCOLN HALL

$12
$12

chicago
premiere
Latin boogaloo is New York City–a colorful musical expression that
blasted straight from the melting pot streets of Spanish Harlem,
Brooklyn, and the Bronx in the 1960s as innovators like Joe
Bataan, Johnny Colon, and Pete Rodriguez blended mambo and
samba with R&B. We Like It Like That explores this lesser-known,
but pivotal moment in Latino cultural history through interviews,
live performances, rare archival footage, and some of the most
joyously hot dance music you’ve yet to discover, a sound that
redefined a generation and was too funky to keep down.

SATURDAY, APRIL 16TH 2:15PM

Returning to Iceland after a world tour in 2006, Sigur Rós did a
series of what would now be called pop-up shows, playing for free
at village halls, in open fields, at an abandoned fishery, and an
environmental protest camp. That unusual jaunt yielded a tour film
unlike any other. Heima juxtaposes Sigur Rós’ soaring, otherworldly
sound with Iceland’s soaring, otherworldly landscape to create a
visually stunning record of the band, and its sonic palette of serene
contemplation and ecstatic release, as very much a product of its
homeland’s wild vistas and close-knit culture.

SATURDAY, APRIL 16TH 4:00PM

FOR FULL SCHEDULE, INFO, PASS AND TICKET SALES VISIT... CIMMFEST.ORG
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bill evans: time remembered

gary numan:
android in lala land

bruce spiegel | usa | 124 min | sfa

$12

Q&A

STEVE READ | uk | 85 MIN | LOGAN

$12

chicago
premiere
Watching Bill Evans hunched intently over 88 keys and hearing the
melodious, miraculous sounds he made, it’s easy to agree with Tony
Bennett that “nobody played with more feeling.” During a short life
marred by drug abuse and personal tragedy, Evans redefined jazz
piano, gaining renown as a Chicago-based sideman before staking
his place in music history with Miles Davis on the groundbreaking
album Kind of Blue and leading his own acclaimed trios. This sensitive and insightful biography opens a window to the mind and art of
a brilliant but elusive jazz genius.

SATURDAY, APRIL 16TH 4:00PM
playing with... HARVEY PEKAR’S TEO MACERO
PG 19

martin atkins presents
sex, wax n rock n roll:
living in the eighties
chapter big paul ferguson
mont sherar | denmark | 31 min | sfa
sex, wax, n rock n roll
mont sherar | usa | 25 min | sfa
chapter big paul ferguson
mont sherar | usa | 14 min | sfa

fela kuti: music is the weapon
jean-jacques flori | france | 54 min | logan

Twenty-five years before Fela Kuti’s life became the stuff of
Broadway, this crackling French-made documentary captured
the impossibly charismatic Afrobeat king and self-styled “Black
President” at the peak of his musical, political, and spiritual powers.
Railing against corruption and brutality in his native Nigeria, Kuti
philosophizes on power and art wearing only his briefs and a
cigarette, playing and preaching all night long at his iconic Lagos
nightclub, the Shrine. As fresh and as relevant today as the day it
was made.
FRIDAY, APRIL 15TH 7:00PM

chicago
premiere
Often cited as “The Godfather of Electronic Pop Music,” Gary
Numan was one of the world’s biggest-selling recording artists
in the ‘70s and ‘80s. Although songs such as “Cars” and “Are
‘Friends’ Electric?” were massive hits, no one had ever seen (or
heard) anyone quite like Numan. Suffering from Asperger’s
syndrome helped forge his tunnel-like ambition and enlightened
his music and unique presence, but it also brought upon
crippling stage fright, anxiety, and depression. Facing near
bankruptcy and a waning musical career, he fell in love with his
biggest fan and now wife Gemma, who helped him rediscover
his passion for music. Follow the Numan family as they embark
on a new life in the States, and discover that the man behind the
mask is human after all. SATURDAY, APRIL 16TH 5:00PM
playing with...
PROFESSOR/PROCESSOR PASSION- PG19

Chicago-based musician and cultural entrepreneur Martin Atkins
hosts an evening of films by ex-DJ and promoter Mont Sherar,
who made Miami’s Kitchen Club an alternative/industrial nexus
in the late ‘80s. Based on Sherar’s autobiography, the shorts
Sex, Wax n Rock n Roll; Chapter Big Paul Ferguson; and an
extended video of Killing Joke’s dark anthem “The Beautiful
Dead” recall the fateful meeting of South Florida hedonism and
dance-floor brutalism with voluminous footage from Sherar’s
archive and interviews with Peter Murphy, Killing Joke’s Youth
and Jaz Coleman, and other post-punk luminaries. Atkins, Killing
Joke’s drummer during this fecund period, will offer historical
perspective and share his own memories of the day.

SATURDAY, APRIL 16TH 6:15PM

$12

playing with... higher consciousness - PG 19
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who is lydia loveless?
gorman bechard| usa | 111 min | logan

Rubble kings
shan nicholson | usa | 68 min | the promontory

$12

Q&A

chicago
premiere

Why, she’s a 25-year-old part cowpunk, part hard rocker, part
singer-songwriter sensation from Columbus, Ohio leading a band
full of boys into the belly of the music industry and sometimes
liking a drink or two along the way. Is she the second coming
of Hank Williams...Patti Smith? Or just a bubbling cauldron of
hormones and emotions holding steadfast to the ideal of keeping
rock ‘n’ roll alive?
SATURDAY, APRIL 16TH 6:15PM

sweet blues

a film about mike bloomfield

In the early 1970s, gangs like the Savage Skulls and Black
Spades owned the streets of New York. Setting foot on the
wrong block was a ticket to a beatdown or a bullet. But some
in this violent subculture sought to channel rage at poverty and
police brutality into a movement for social change. With swagger
and soul, Rubble Kings tell how the threat of all-out gang war
gave way to the rise of hip hop as Latino and black youth (like
Spades warlord Afrika Bambaataa) traded guns and fists for
battles with beats, rhymes, and moves.
SATURDAY, APRIL 16TH 6:00PM

BOB SARLES | Usa | 57 min | COMFORT STATION

u.s.
premiere

Q&A

$5

A FREE SATURDAY MOVIE!!!
Mike Bloomfield first came to national attention in the late-1960s
as a member of the Paul Butterfield Blues Band, a favorite among
the counterculture rock crowd of the era and 2015 inductee into
the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame. As a session guitarist, he played
on Bob Dylan’s landmark album Highway 61 Revisited, and was
the lead guitarist in Dylan’s band when he infamously “went
electric” at the Newport Folk Festival in 1965.

it’s a rockabilly world

SATURDAY, APRIL 16TH 7:00PM

heartworn highways
JAMES SZALAPSKI | USA | 150 MIN | OTSFM

BRENT HUFF | USA | 75 MIN | SFA

$12

$12

chicago
premiere

A 40th anniversary screening of the cult outlaw country doc
featuring performances by some of mid-70s Nashville’s finest,
including Guy Clark, David Allan Coe, and Rodney Crowell, plus
indelible footage of the great Townes Van Zandt, singing and
drinking at his Austin trailer. Before the screening, come to Laurie’s
Planet of Sound (4639 N. Lincoln Ave.) for a first listen to the
double-LP soundtrack–a limited edition Record Store Day
release–and for giveaways from CIMMfest and Light in the Attic
Records.
SATURDAY, APRIL 16TH 7:15PM

Q&A

Springing from the “live fast, die hard” rebel attitude of ‘50s greaser
counterculture, rockabilly isn’t just a fashion statement, it’s a way
of life. It represents the seedier side of a bygone era, filled with
bombshell pinup girls, tricked out hot rods, filterless cigarettes,
and the unmistakable, hard-driving blues guitar sound that
defined a generation of working-class rule breakers. Director Brent
Huff pulls back the curtain on this vibrant and oftentimes strange
lifestyle, taking us on a journey from the roots of the subculture to
the state of the current scene, where die-hards all around the world
are keeping rockabilly aflame. SATURDAY, APRIL 16TH 8:00PM

FOR FULL SCHEDULE, INFO, PASS AND TICKET SALES VISIT... CIMMFEST.ORG
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a good man
g quinn/b hercules | usa | 86 min | logan

festival!
murray learner | usa | 97 min | otsfm

$12

$12

Q&A
Follow acclaimed director/choreographer Bill T. Jones as he
and his company create their most ambitious work, an original
dance-theater piece in honor of Abraham Lincoln’s Bicentennial.

SATURDAY, APRIL 16TH 1:00PM

prisoner of her past
gordon quin | usa | 57 min | logan

$12

and this is free

The first music documentary to be nominated for an Academy
Award, Festival helped launch the career of CIMMfest’s 2016
Baadasssss honoree Gordon Quinn, one of the editors who cut
together this synthesis of the 1963 to 1966 Newport Folk Festivals.
A magical snapshot of a time of musical rediscovery and cultural
change, featuring performances by Johnny Cash, Joan Baez, Pete
Seeger, Mississippi John Hurt, Howlin’ Wolf, the Staple Singers,
Donovan, a host of astonishing square dancers, bluegrass pickers,
gospel singers, and Bob Dylan infamously going electric with the Paul
Butterfield Blues Band. SATURDAY, APRIL 16TH 5:00PM

A haunting story of a secret childhood trauma resurfacing, sixty
years later, to unravel the life of Holocaust survivor Sonia Reich.
The film follows her son, Chicago Tribune jazz critic Howard
Reich, as he journeys across the United States and Eastern
Europe to uncover why his mother believes the world is
conspiring to kill her. Along the way, he finds a family he never
knew he had. He also finds psychiatrists in New Orleans helping
traumatized children who survived Hurricane Katrina overcome
their childhood terrors as his mother now does.
SATURDAY, APRIL 16TH 11:30AM

mike shea | : | 100 min | comfort station
The legendary Maxwell Street market–Chicago’s fabled kaleidoscope
of races, religions, bargain hunters and street musicians–is
captured in all its grit and hot-dog mustard glory in this cult classic
of cinema-verite filmmaking; an early example of Gordon Quinn’s
work as sound recordist and assistant editor.

SUNDAY, APRIL 17TH 3:00PM

moovvieie......
ffrreeee m

playing with...
1001 afternoons in chicago
-PG 19
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come celebrate
50 QUINNticential years!
Join us as we heap honors on Gordon Quinn
with the CIMMfest Baadasssss Award! (yes, it
really is an honor-- we swear!)
Bob Hercules, illustrious filmmaker in his
own right, sits Gordon down on stage for a
chat about his work in Chicago and bringing
Kartemquin FIlms to super-star status.

Meet fellow filmmakers, musicians and fans
at the party to follow.
Reception at 6PM, award and interview at 7PM
1st ward, friday, april 15th
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gordon quinn
Artistic Director and founder of Kartemquin Films, Gordon Quinn has been
making documentaries for over 50 years. Roger Ebert, of the Chicago Sun
Times, called his first film Home for Life (1966) "an extraordinarily moving
documentary." With Home for Life Gordon established the direction he would
take for the next five decades, making cinéma vérité films that investigate and
critique society by documenting the unfolding lives of real people. At
Kartemquin, Gordon created a legacy that is an inspiration for young
filmmakers and a home where they can make high-quality, social-issue
documentaries. He was the International Documentary Association’s 2015
Career Achievement Award recipient.

12

BOOM BUST BOOM
BILL JONES | uk | 74 MIN | COMFORT STATION

artist & repertoire
matthew jones | : | 110 min | logan

moovvieie......
ffrreeee m
A delightfully witty, and sobering lesson in how finance really
works and why crashes always happen. Actor/activist John
Cusack, Monty Python’s Terry Jones, Nobel Prize-winning
economists, and a bevy of puppets examine the history of
financial bubbles.
SATURDAY, APRIL 16TH 9:45PM
playing with... THE BALLAD OF IMMORTAL JOE - PG 19

rock in the redzone
LAURA BIALIS | ISRAEL | 88 min | LOGAN

A pulsating documentary charting the extraordinary life and
career of James Lavelle, an underground DJ, music producer, and
global trip-hop mogul. From the rapid rise of his record label, Mo’
Wax, to the formation of the super band UNKLE (with DJ Shadow),
Artist & Repertoire reveals the true story of Lavelle’s conflicted
existence between the worlds of art and commerce through
personal home footage spanning three decades. Featuring
Thom Yorke, Grandmaster Flash, Gilles Peterson, and many more

chicago
premiere

SATURDAY, APRIL 16TH 9:00PM

presented in conjunction with with

international beethoven project
ik wil graag honderd worden
(live to be a hundred)

$12

rain perry | usa | 91 min | sfa

chicago
premiere
On the edge of Israel’s Negev Desert lies a city of factory workers
and rock musicians–the children of refugees from North
Africa and the Middle East. Despite being pummeled for years
by homemade missiles, the people of Sderot persevere in
raucous Moroccan celebrations. In quiet family dinners they
voice their dreams, and in underground bomb shelters they create
music. Filmmaker Laura Bialis uncovers this captivatingly
one-of-a-kind creative community, one that leads her to love
and ultimately changes the course of her life.
SUNDAY, APRIL 17TH 12:15PM
playing with... PORTER - “HUITZIL” - PG 19

yallah! underground
FARID ESLAM | GERMANY | 84 min | LOGAN

$12

chicago
premiere
13

$12

Follow a year in the life of a legend, Ton Koopman. A virtuoso
harpsichordist and organist, he is the founder and director of
famed Amsterdam Baroque Orchestra and Choir. His beginnings
were of an anti-establishment figure who performed at Vietnam
War protest concerts with pop stars on an amplified harpsichord.
Koopman built his career rediscovering and performing music of
the 17th and 18th centuries, and has made hundreds of recordings.

SUNDAY, APRIL 17TH 3:30PM
playing with... FREEDOM IN THE CLOUDS

In a region full of turmoil and instability, progressive, creative young
Arabs struggle to express themselves freely and promote more
liberal attitudes within their societies. Yallah! Underground follows
musicians, rappers, and DJs from Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, and
Palestine through the Arab Spring, documenting their work, their
dreams, and their fears as the heady optimism of the uprisings
gives ways to disillusionment, caution, and wary hope that art can
still change their world. SUNDAY, APRIL 17TH 2:15PM

CHICAGO INTERNATIONAL MOVIES & MUSIC FESTIVAL // CIMMFEST.ORG

voice of the eagle:
the enigma of robbie basho
LIAM BARKER | UK | 83 min | LOGAN

$12

When guitarist and composer Robbie Basho died in 1986, he was so
little-regarded that all his records were out of print. In the 30 years
since, a small but fervent cult has coalesced around Basho’s mystic
air; his masterful synthesis of country-blues picking with classical
and global influences; and his keening, otherworldly voice. Liam
Barker’s doc seeks to unravel the mysteries of this cryptic artist’s
music and mind with help from a Basho fan himself, Pete Townshend,
and fellow acolyte of the Sufi spiritual master Meher Baba.

Soundbreaking: stories from the
cutting edge of recorded music

chicago
premiere

jeff dupre | usa | 105 min | logan

SUNDAY, APRIL 17TH 5:00PM

bang! the bert berns story
brett berns/bob sarles | usa | 94 min | loagan

$12

A deep exploration into the art of recording and producing music,
Soundbreaking offers a behind-the-scenes look at the birth of both
new and classic sounds. Featuring incredible new interviews with
some of the most celebrated artists and producers of all time, the
series explores the nexus of cutting-edge technology and human
artistry that has created the soundtrack of our lives. Cimmfest will
also present the first two episodes of this fascinating documentary
series, The Recording Artist and Painting With Sound.

SATURDAY, APRIL 16TH 8:45PM

Q&A

soundbreaking- 102 painting with sound

country potraits
of an american sound

Q&A

STEVEN KOCHONES | usa | 88 min | LOGAN

Music meets the Mob in this biography of ‘60s hitmaker and
2016 Rock and Roll Hall of Fame inductee Bert Berns. A prolific
songwriter (“Twist and Shout,” “Piece of My Heart,” “Hang on
Sloopy”) and producer (Solomon Burke, Van Morrison) with an
output to rival that of storied contemporaries like Lieber-Stoller
and Goffin-King, Berns died of a heart attack at only 38 and his
name receded into relative obscurity. Narrated by Steven Van
Zandt, Bang! tracks a colorful life story that takes in Cuban
revolutionaries, shady showbiz dealings, and gangster ties along
with some of your favorite songs.

SUNDAY, APRIL 17TH 6:15PM

big gold dream
grant mcphee | scotland | 90 min | SFA

$12

world
premiere

$12

Drawing on the archives and observations of great Nashville
photographers and interviews with a glittering array of country and
western stars, this doc provides just what the title promises: a rich
history of country and its quintessential images from the Carter
Family’s Sunday best to Kitty Wells’ country-maid dress, Johnny
Cash’s black coat, Porter Wagoner’s Nudie Suit, and Reba McEntire’s
plunging neckline.
SUNDAY, APRIL 17TH 6:45PM

Releasing only a dozen-odd recordings, but profoundly shaping
the course of indie music, Scottish record labels Fast Product
and Postcard Records launched several key bands including Gang
of Four, Human League, the Mekons, Orange Juice, and Aztec
Camera. They introduced aesthetic ideas that would influence
next-generation labels like Factory and Creation. Featuring members of
Joy Division, Jesus and Mary Chain, Teenage Fanclub and many
more, Big Gold Dream chronicles Fast’s and Postcard’s brief but
bright runs in a dizzying welter of sounds and stories.

SUNDAY, APRIL 17TH 5:15PM

FOR FULL SCHEDULE, INFO, PASS AND TICKET SALES VISIT... CIMMFEST.ORG
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playing lecuona
P GIROUD/VILLAR BETANCORT | SPAIN | 114 MIN | SFA

$12

the
the
2 day series!!!
Q&
american
american
A
epic
epic series
series
BERNARD MACMAHON | UK

THE AMERICAN EPIC SESSIONS

chicago
premiere

A fabulous excursion into Latin jazz with all-star pianists Michel
Camilo, Chucho Valdes, and Gonzalo Rubalcaba narrating the story
and playing the music of the renowned, revered Cuban composer
and pianist Ernesto Lecuona. Singers Ana Belen and Omara
Portuondo, and flamenco guitarist Raimundo Amador are also
featured in this loving performance-based tribute to the godfather
of Cuban music.
SUNDAY, APRIL 17TH 7:15PM
playing with... soy cubana - PG 19

presented in conjunction with with

chicago filmmakers & oxfam
no land’s song
ayat najafi | iran | 91 min | chicago filmmakers

Q&A

$12

chicago
premiere

“No decent man sitting in public and listening to music should
get sexually aroused,” explained an Iranian religious scholar to
composer Sara Najafi on why her plan to hold a concert of
women singers in Tehran violates Islam. But this passionate
artist is not so easily sidelined. Najafi’s brother, Berlin-based
emigre filmmaker Ayat Najafi, blends investigative zeal,
flashes of humor, and sinuous Persian music to chronicle her
heroic, two-year quest to break a ban on public female singing
in the Islamic Republic, circumventing clerical objection and
bureaucratic obfuscation to celebrate voices that have long been
silenced.
SUNDAY, APRIL 17TH 6:30PM
playing with... Echos: transpositions de signal
(echoes-signal transpositons) - PG 19
AND RAPPING FOR WOMEN IN CONFLICT

15

This companion piece to the documentary series American Epic
(two episodes also screening at CIMMfest) replicates the
atmosphere of seminal 1920s field recordings down to the
smallest detail, with a world-beating cast of artists recording
straight to wax using microphones, amplifiers, and other equipment
of that era. Abetted by producers Jack White and T Bone
Burnett, today’s icons–Elton John, Willie Nelson, Nas, Beck,
Bettye LaVette, Taj Mahal, Alabama Shakes, and many more–relive
the experience and remake the songs of the founding mothers
and fathers of American music.

SUNDAY, APRIL 17TH 2PM LOGAN
playing with... the driftless sisters“cary A lantern” - PG 19

THE AMERICAN EPIC:
THE BIG BANG, AND BLOOD AND SOIL
In the late 1920s, to feed America’s growing appetite for music
on wax, record companies dispatched scouts to the hinterlands
with portable recording equipment. They captured the raw artistry
heretofore hidden in rural towns, mountain hollers, and inner cities
returning with the first blues, gospel, country, and folk records that
introduced the nation to its extraordinary musical heritage. With
remarkable rare footage, photos, and interviews with the era’s
last living witnesses, this doc series traces the journey of those
primitive machines and reveals the stories behind seminal artists
who democratized and revolutionized American music.

FRIDAY, APRIL 15TH 9:15PM OTSFM
presented in conjunction with with

facets cinematheque

the heart of madame sabali
RYAN MCKENNA | : | 79 min | facets

$12

After a Quebecois woman has a heart transplant, she has
visions of her donor’s former life. She meets and is befriended
by the donor’s son, a Malian teenager who believes she is his
mother reincarnated, and her life changes dramatically. Marie
Brassard’s understated performance–like a woman in shock–
gives the whole film an absurdist air.
SATURDAY, APRIL 16TH 7PM
playing with... gloomy sunday
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yehudi menuhin:
the violin of the century
BRUNO MONSAINGEON | FRANCE | 130 MIN | 1ST WARD

The most interesting and well-known violinist of the 20th century,
Yehudi Menuhin is recognized as a unique voice in classical
music whose groundbreaking collaborations with Ravi Shankar,
Stéphane Grappelli, and many others changed the course of
musical history. To celebrate his centenary, a diverse program
of classical and world music will be performed by violinists
Dawn Gingrich and Consuelo Lepauw; cellist Lucien Werner;
pipa player Yang Wei; and pianist George Lepauw. This concert
is immediately following the film.
playing with... THE VISITOR

SATURDAY, APRIL 16TH 11:00AM

147 pianos $12
dolores wilber | usa | 40 min | 1st ward
An experimental doc on a singular performance at Lukas Piano
Service on Chicago’s west side where close to 200 musicians, pros
and amateurs alike, adults and children played a myriad of scores
from Chopsticks to Chopin all together, all at once. The under story
is about the struggle to maintain their lifelong piano business with
the ever-growing preference for digital media and the necessity of
portability in our contemporary world
SATURDAY, APRIL 16TH 3PM
the devil’s work
Joel Styzens performs his score live to the film The Devil’s
Work, a political thriller about war, radiation, family and
vengeance. A troubled boy learns of unthinkable acts committed by
his country’s government that result in his father’s death.

honey boy edwards
100th birthday celebration
lynn orman weiss | usa | 120 min | sfa

Six Generations of the Blues
Blue’s legend David “Honeyboy” Edwards was the last living link
to Robert Johnson until his death in 2011. The film shares the
story of their first meeting in Greenville, Mississippi and “Honeyboy’s” eventual journey to Chicago, along with other Earwig Music Blues Artists. Featuring Big Jack Johnson, H Bomb Ferguson,
Sunnyland Slim and Studs Terkel.
HONEYBOY AND THE HISTORY OF THE BLUES
Keith Richards, Lucinda Williams, Robert Cray, BB King, Sam Carr
and Joe Perry share their stories and their love for Mississippi
bluesman, David “Honeyboy” Edwards.
This history of the blues–its roots and personal accounts of life on
the road in the deep south before the civil rights movement– sets
the stage for the story of Grammy winner Honeyboy.
SUNDAY, APRIL 17TH 12:00PM

a live performance at rosa’s!!!!!!
Celebrate Honeyboy Edwards’ 100th birthday with Jeff Dale and
the South Woodlawner. The band pays a musical tribute to their
friend along with a screening of I’m Gonna Tell You Something
That I Know, featuring live performance footage and intimate
conversations from Honeyboy on his life on the Blues highway.

it’s a video game live score!!!!!

The Last Cabrini
Rick Kogan narrates a poetic view of the controversial Cabrini
Green, as we witness the demolition of the buildings that once
housed generations of Chicago’s poor. Bradley Parker-Sparrow
and Joanie Pallatto provide the musical backdrop. Following the
film, the duo will perform a short concert.

!
!
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LINCOLN HALL 7:00PM
SATURDAY, APRIL 16TH
Mortified stars everyday people reading aloud their most
embarrassing, pathetic and private teenage diary entries, poems,
love letters, lyrics and locker notes... in front of total strangers.
Witness “personal redemption through public humiliation”
in a refreshing show that is equal parts comedic, cathartic and
voyeuristic. The largest and longest running project of its kind
featuring a cast of Chicago’s bravest souls. Share the shame.

featuring performances by:

Tim Barnes, Jason Economus, Sam Gruette Hannon,
Becca James, and Katie Johnston-Smith

Video Game composers Mathieu Lavoie and FX Dupas, co-founders
of Vibe Avenue perform live to the new Play Station release
Stories and the ridiculously hilarious Ultimate Chicken Horse!
Great music, come play.
1ST WARD
SUNDAY, APRIL 17TH 2PM

presented in conjunction with with

international beethoven project
CZARDASHIAN RHAPSODY
-CLASSICAL MUSIC VIDEO PROGRAM

pretty polly
CZARDASHIAN RHAPSODY
valse triste
gavotte
wed
meanwhile
pastoral setting
COMFORT STATION 8:15PM

SATURDAY, APRIL 16TH
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CRACKED ACTOR
alan yentob | uk | 53 MIN | logan

SSOOUUNNDIDIOONN
&& VVIISS
ziggy stardust and
the spiders from mars
d.a. pennebaker | uk | 90 MIN | lincoln hall $12
On July 3, 1973, David Bowie closed a year of nearly nonstop
touring with a show in London. But it wasn’t just the tour Bowie
ended that night at the Hammersmith Odeon, known to only a
few of his closest associates, he planned to retire his extraterrestrial glam-rock alter ego, Ziggy Stardust. Thanks to a fortuitous invitation from Bowie’s label, premier music documentarian D. A. Pennebaker (Don’t Look Back, Monterey Pop) was there
to capture the moonage daydream that was Ziggymania in its
final throes in this era-defining concert film.
playing with... SUNDAY, APRIL 17TH 3:45PM

$12

This infamous, rarely screened BBC doc, filmed as David Bowie
sloughed off the theatrical gigantism of the Diamond Dogs tour
in favor of the sleek plastic soul of Young Americans, captures
the star in mid-70s extremis–lost in Hollywood, adrift in a
paranoid cocaine haze, still shaking off the ghost of Ziggy
Stardust. An illuminating and weirdly poignant portrait of the
wild mutation of a rock and roll star that inspired Nicolas Roeg
to cast Bowie in The Man Who Fell to Earth.
playing with... SATURDAY, APRIL 16TH 10:45PM
jazzin’ for blue jean - PG 19

the hunger
TONY SCOTT | uk | 96 MIN | logan

$12

j-NUGGET- PG 19

It’s remembered today for the steamy Deneuve-on-Sarandon
hy
urp
action, but the best stuff in this relentlessly
stylish
y
er m vampirotic
sda all
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thriller happens before the famous sapphic
–
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the mesmerizing opening in a nightclub
n throbbing to Bauhaus’
“Bela Lugosi’s Dead” and David Bowie’s heartbreaking turn
as immortal femme fatale Catherine Deneuve’s undead lover,
whose sudden aging draws gerontologist Susan Sarandon into
La Deneuve’s web. The rest is flamboyantly watchable eye candy,
artfully splashed blood, and screen goddesses a deux.
playing with...
FRIDAY, APRIL 15TH 11:00PM
ghost twin ‘here we are in the night’
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pet sounds live in london
john anderson | usa | 116 MIN | logan

$12
Q&A

Chicago-based music documentarian and frequent Brian Wilson
collaborator, John Anderson presents remastered HD versions of
this short doc and concert film commemorating the Beach Boys’
universally-acclaimed record as one of the greatest in rock history.
playing with... pet stories

HHEERROOEESS
AANNDD
VVIILLLLAAIINNSS

In Pet Stories, Wilson; lyricist Tony Asher; drummer Hal Blaine;
and
other key players recount the making of Pet Sounds, while
Live in London features the band’s performance in full at the Royal
Festival Hall in 2002. THURSDAY, APRIL 14TH 7:00PM

beautiful dreamer: brian wilson
and the story of smile
david leaf | uk | 109 MIN | SFA

CELEBRATING
THE
THE
50TH
50TH
ANNIVERSARY
ANNIVERSARY
InCELEBRATING
1966, fresh off the artistic
triumph
of Pet
Sounds, Brian Wilson
began recording
Smile,
a
“teenage
symphony
to God” that was
OF BRIAN WILSON’S SMILE!
supposed to establish the Beach Boys as rock’s reigning
imaginative force. Instead it became the great lost album of the
1960s. With a trove of rare material, Beautiful Dreamer recounts the
air of exuberant creativity that marked the sessions, the downward
spiral of mental illness and intra-band conflict that led Wilson to
abort the project, and his triumphant resurrection of Smile 37 years
SATURDAY, APRIL 16TH 1:45PM

love & mercy

$12

bill pohlad | : | 121 MIN | logan

$12 brian wilson presents smileQ
JOHN ANDERSON | uk | 52 MIN | SFA

&A

Chicago-based director John Anderson and producer Maggie
Magee capture Brian Wilson and his band’s first live US
performance of SMiLE in 2004–37 years after the Beach Boys
visionary abandoned his orchestral pop masterwork. Originally
released as part of a Grammy-nominated DVD package with
another CIMMfest entry Beautiful Dreamer, the concert video
was hailed by Wilson as a “masterpiece.” Anderson will present a remastered HD world premiere of the film, preceded by a
discussion about his nearly 20-year working relationship with
Wilson.
SATURDAY, APRIL 16TH 12:00PM

$12

This unconventional and empathetic biopic explores the life and
creativity of Beach Boys genius Brian Wilson in intertwining
threads. In the mid-60s, Brian (Paul Dano) stops touring to
focus on turning the amazing music in his head into Pet Sounds
but begins to lose his grip on reality. In the 1980s, Brian (John
Cusack) languishes under the sway of a controlling therapist but
finds new strength in a new love.

SATURDAY, APRIL 17TH 8:30PM
playing with... bastardgeist- ‘coast’ - PG 19

FOR FULL SCHEDULE, INFO, PASS AND TICKET SALES VISIT... CIMMFEST.ORG
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eddie alcazar | usa | 8 MIN
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1001 afternoons in chicago
david less | usa | 26 MIN

A brilliantly inventive essay on Chicago through the lens of
legendary newspaperman Ben Hecht, who captured the city’s
essence a century ago. A true multimedia ensemble piece
(featuring the Access Contemporary Music ensemble) that
playfully recreates Hecht’s vision of Chicago as a “vast, broken
mirror” reflecting itself.
thursday april 14th | 9pm | sfa
sunday APRIL 17TH | 3PM | comfort station

earth is not room enough
joe losurdo | usa | 12 MIN

A Lo-Fi/Sci-Fi short about a young vinyl enthusiast who garbage
picks a strange record collection and a bundle of electronics.
Through a journal found buried in the vinyl, Sam realizes they
once belonged to a vanished physicist. As he attempts to
recreate the audio experiments in the journal, Sam unwittingly
falls down a rabbit hole of intrigue.
thursday APRIL 14TH | 8PM | martyr’s

HIGHER CONSCIOUSNESS

COLIN DONNER | BELGIUM | 16 MIN
In Seun Kuti’s hands, music is still a weapon. Inheriting his
father Fela Kuti’s mythic band, Egypt 80, he carries on the fight
against corruption, repression, and greed with biting words
and frantic beats. Weaving an interview into propulsive concert
footage, this short doc shows how Seun’s philosophy plays out
on stage.
friday APRIL 15TH | 7PM | logan

MISSISSIPPI BLUESMAN LEO “BUD WELCH”
W ALMER/S WOLNER | USA | 6 MIN
Born in 1932, Leo “Bud” Welch began playing guitar at an early
age, honing his craft while making a living in the logging industry
and on the farm. Last year, at the age of 83, Leo released his
first ever blues album, I Don’t Prefer No Blues, living proof that
dreams never die.
friday APRIL 15TH | 7PM | logan

RAPPING FOR WOMEN IN CONFLICT
ELLIE KEALEY | LEBANON | 2MIN

19

With the ability to travel in time, a girl finds love and comfort by
connecting with her past self. Eventually faced with rejection,
she struggles with her identity, and as time folds onto itself only
one of them can remain. Score by Flying Lotus..

friday APRIL 15TH | 830PM | logan

DAVID FAIR IS THE KING

SKIZZ CYZYK | USA | 7 MIN
A visit with David Fair, retired bookmobile librarian and
underground music legend (co-founder of the hugely influential
art punk band Half Japanese), as he shows off collections of
thrift store paintings, Mr. Peanuts, his Nancy tattoo, and his
sunny outlook on life and art.
friday APRIL 15TH | 10:30PM | LOGAN

the visitor

rachel monosov | BELGIUM | 15 MIN
Alienation is a central theme in this oddity with sounds
reminiscent of old science fictions films. Shot in the Jerusalem
Zoo and the Judean Desert, the director becomes the rootless
individual as she feels like a stranger in her own country while
capturing the image of the divine and utopian.

saturday april 16th | 11am | first ward

HARVEY PEKAR’S TEO MACERO

DARAGH MCCARTHY | IRELAND | 7 MIN
An off-handed interview with the late “poet laureate of Cleveland”
whose American Splendor graphic novel series shot him to
fame. Here he reads from and talks about making Teo Maceo,
his comic about a jazzman.

saturday APRIL 16TH | 4PM | sfa

the ballad of immortal joe

hector herrera | canada | 6 MIN
Third in the Beastly Bards animated short series is a tribute
to cowboys songs, northern ballads, and spaghetti westerns.
Score by The Sadies.
saturday APRIL 16TH | 9:45PM | comfort station

jazzin’ for blue jean

julien temple | uk | 19 MIN
Showing off his comedy chops, David Bowie plays a dorky
bloke trying to impress a pretty bird by claiming to be pals with
rock star Screaming Lord Byron (also Bowie) in this winningly
self-mocking short made by Julien Temple (last year’s CIMMfest
Baadasssss Award winner) to promote Bowie’s 1984 hit “Blue
Jean.” forces us to consider the interaction between nature
and humanity.

saturday APRIL 16TH | 10:45PM | logan

CHICAGO INTERNATIONAL MOVIES & MUSIC FESTIVAL // CIMMFEST.ORG

pineal warriors

otto von schirach/egon von schirach
cuba | 7 MIN

An off-handed interview with the late “poet laureate of Cleveland”
whose American Splendor graphic novel series shot him to
fame. Here he reads from and talks about making Teo Maceo,
his comic about a jazzman.
saturday APRIL 17TH | 11PM | logan

freedom in the clouds

rachel monosov | BELGIUM | 10 MIN
While nature may seem to exist in its own right, unquestionable
and omnipresent, the planting of a tree can come from political
interest–a calculated action by men with an agenda. Beethoven’s
“Pastoral” Symphony, heard throughout, forces us to consider
the interaction between nature and humanity.forces us to consider
the interaction between nature and humanity.
sunday april 17th | 330pm | sfa

j-nugget

charlotte kennett | usa | 6 MIN
A sly hip hop parody from director/star Kennett, a Chicago-based
student of comedy writing and performance. Rapper J-Nugget
shows off his latest song to his management team, who grow
befuddled and concerned as each verse drops without a hint
of misogyny.
sunday APRIL 17TH | 3:45PM | lincoln hall

échos” transpositions de signal
(echoes-signal transpositions)

ann- marie bouchard | canada | 12 MIN
A striking experimental short that uses environmental
videography, animated audio waveforms, and an original
piano-and-cello score based on sonar mapping data to
take viewers deep into the landscapes, seascapes, and
soundscapes of the St. Lawrence River in Quebec.
sunday APRIL 17TH | 630PM | chicago filmmaker’s

SOY CUBANA

J UNGAR/ I GETOV | USA | 16 MIN
Hailing from Santiago de Cuba, the cradle of Afro-Cuban
music, the Vocal Vidas are an a cappella quartet whose lives
as well as their fantastic harmonies reflect the sheer joy of
making music in a backyard, a recording studio, or a
colonial-era church.
sunday APRIL 17TH | 7:15PM | sfa

prog ram 1

universal
coping mechanism

THURSDAY april 14th | society for the arts | 9pm

these cocksucking tears

dan taberski | USA | 16 MIN
In 1973, Pat Haggerty released Lavender Country, the first
gay-themed country music album. With only 1,000 copies
made, the album soon faded into obscurity. Forty years later,
it was rediscovered and lauded by critics as a rare act of
unabashed bravery and honesty. Haggerty, now in his 70s, as
his long-dormant musical dream comes back to life.

as the crow flies

john tereick | USA | 17 MIN
Two best friends’ differing lifestyles get in the way of their
success as a rock band.

TOM SCHOLZ: SOUND MACHINE

JOSHUA SEFTEL | USA | 9 MIN
After forming Boston and almost single-handedly recording
one of rock’s biggest-selling albums, musician/engineer Tom
Scholz combined his two avocations to create his signature
Rockman line of guitar effects consoles. In Sound Machine he
takes viewers on a tour of his analog-utopia basement, talks
about leaving stardom behind, and yes, plays “More Than a
Feeling.”

the pound hole

daniel kwan/daniel scheinert | USA | 11 MIN

During a night at the strangest club on earth, DJ Douggpound
learns the very real dangers of texting while DJing.

1001 afternoons in chicago

david less | USA | 26 MIN
look left for more info.

the driftless sisters ‘carry a lantern’

dustin mclaughlin | USA | 4 MIN

the dashboard hula girls ‘mister bluebird’
thomas moore | USA | 4 MIN

sergio arturo calonego ‘body and sound’
alberto nacci | italy | 5 MIN

check it ougtr!a! ms
3 days, 3 pro

possessed by paul james ‘hurricane’
todd tue | USA | 4 MIN

sami grisafe - ‘brand new fairytale’
kathy kuras | USA | 4 MIN

FOR FULL SCHEDULE, INFO, PASS AND TICKET SALES VISIT... CIMMFEST.ORG
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pro gram 2 pop culture effect
FRIDAY april 15th | SOCIETY FOR ARTS | 1030PM

buy bye guru junction

(chi-town tech desk)
davy force | USA | 5 MIN
A old woman brings her defective baby in to tech support.

living like kings

benjamin kaplan | USA | 29 MIN
Bobby Fischer’s victory in the 1972 World Chess Championship
kindled a surge of American interest in chess, including
inner-city New York, where it coincided with the rise of hip
hop. With dazzling split-screen visuals and a bumping original
score, this short doc shows where and how these two worlds
collide.

SATURDAY april 16th | LOGAN | 4PM

a song

miguel gallagher | australia | 8 MIN
A homeless woman makes her way through the streets of
Canberra, Australia to camp for the night, singing a song
that is repeated back to her in various forms by the more
fortunate people she passes. A gentle meditation on loneliness
and life on the outside, with a fairy-tale quality and an airy,
award-winning score.

bail

ben kadie | USA | 7 MIN
Life on the down-low in 1926 Harlem, Bail is based on the life of
the great unsung Blues pioneer, Gladys Bently.

gloomy sunday

low/fi

alejandro montoya | USA | 14 MIN
Lea is a pop-culture addict, but as she hits 30 and sees all her
friends getting married, she feels betrayed by the songs and
movies that promised true love. To re-engineer her romantic
life, she quits pop culture cold turkey, but the music she loves
and the film noir in her head keep intruding.

some girls’ mothers

dayla & colin Kennedy | usa | 19 MIN
Ten-year-old Grace, a budding musician and new wave fan,
spends every afternoon at a friend’s house supposedly
practicing piano, but secretly borrowing 80s records from the
mother’s collection. When the mom returns home early one
day, Grace senses a kindred spirit, but wonders if she should
come clean about her thieving.

stay awake

jamie sisley | USA | 13 MIN
Brothers, a mother, songs from the seventies, Xanax, and a
woman named Vicki. Stay Awake follows two teenage brothers
through the weekly routine of taking their mother to detox.
When it becomes clear that she may never change, the brothers
must decide whether to stay or move on.

the evolution of a
gen-x music purchaser

jack marchetti | USA | 8 MIN
If the music of Slayer and White Zombie get your knickers
into a tension wedgie, you will find this amusing traipse down
memory lane just as the title suggests; the upwardly mobile
suburban metalhead turned Infinity-driving, music streaming
suburban dad, with a nostalgic feel for vinyl, even cds.

ghost twin‘here we are in the night’

gwen trutnau | canada | 5 MIN
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prog ram 3 living in the fringe

julian grant | USA | 3 MIN
Within the gulag of forgotten toys, love shall always shine.

hi how are you daniel johnston?

gabriel sunday | USA | 17 MIN
This hybrid short blurs the lines between fiction and reality
as present-day Daniel Johnston embarks on a journey of
memories, advice and warnings from the future while
being interviewed by his younger self. Hi How Are You Daniel
Johnston is a musical expedition of an aging artist encountering
psychedelic dreams, nightmares, and characters from his past.

o.r. they?

(a triptych sonata rap novella trilogy)
dan mihail | usa | 13 MIN
O.R. They? triptych sonata, is a 3 song music video that works
as a Rap Novella, depicting the trials and tribulations of the artists
as they embark on a hilarious journey through the streets of
Chicago as a result of a hustle gone awry.

the night smokers of chicago

eve studnik | usa | 11 MIN
Through intimate interviews with the Windy City’s own nighthawks, The Night Smokers of Chicago explores the power of
the personal narrative and reveals the marginalized humanity
of the Chicago’s streets after dark.

walden pink

peter bolte | usa | 11 MIN
The Jesus Lizard’s David Yow and Gibby Haynes of the
Butthole Surfers star in this melancholy day in the life of a
disheveled, self-loathing middle-aged man suffering through a
series of unfortunate encounters with religious zealots, process
servers, angry bartenders, and abrasive barflies.

look over there
program
for more from this
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the chickening

nick denboer/davey force | usa/canada | 5 MIN

All pork and no chicken makes Jack a dull boy. Luckily, Jack
gets a new job as senior chief night manager at Charbay’s
Chicken World and Restaurant Resort, the world’s largest fastfood entertainment complex; however, things quickly get very
clucked.

machel montano - ‘like ah boss’
w. lovelace:s. felix:m. montano |
trinidad/tobago | 4 M

justin and the salty dogs‘streetwise’
gene fojtik | USA | 4 MIN

devin kirtz - ‘my day’

eric mccoy | USA | 4 MIN

bastardgeist - ‘coast’

robert ruiz de castilla | USA | 6 MIN

porter - “huitzil”

jorge camarena | mexico | 5 MIN
Porter’s video for “Huitzil” is a reinterpretation of a traditional indigenous dance in Mexico called “La Danza de los Diablitos.” It
depicts the battle between the native people of Mexico and the
Spanish conquistadores.
SATURDAY APRIL 16TH | 5PM | LOGAN

professor/possesor - “passion”

m
muussiicc
vviiddeeoo
the driftless sisters - “carry a lantern”
dustin mclaughlin | usa | 5 MIN
Illinois’ Galena girls gift us with infectious original indie folk
country stylings from their new album Sparks from the Fire
that are as new as they are old..
SUNDAY APRIL 17TH | 2PM | LOGAN

devin kirtz-“my day”

mccoy | meyer | USA | 4 MIN
A warm, funny, and fabulously imagined “day” of Devin Kirtz’s
catchy celebration of special selfness, with a cameo by DJ
Marley Waters.
SUNDAY APRIL 17TH | 4PM | LOGAN

lord netty featuring k david-“we on”

rick rios | USA | 5 MIN
Rising Gary, Indiana hip hop artist Lord Netty gives voice to a
familiar urban sentiment: “I’m too strong; I’m movin’ on” in this
effective, spare and gritty production..
SUNDAY APRIL 17TH | 12:00PM | LOGAN

jess imme | USA | 3 MIN
Bright colors and surrealist imagery set to Professor/Professor’s
trance music, “Passion” is the story of a woman struggling to
break free of her surroundings. Strong capitalist images drive
home its point.
SATURDAY APRIL 16TH | 5PM | LOGAN

chris crack- “armani silverware”

st. lenox-“I still dream the 90s”

possessed by paul james - hurricane

jeff hadick | USA | 2 MIN
Produced by 119 Official, this amusing, creative satirical hip
hop riff by Chicago’s own Chris Crack manages to lampoon
everything ostentatious in sight.
SATURDAY APRIL 16TH | 3PM | LOGAN

rumor inc | usa | 4 MIN
Underground filmmaker and musician Michael Galinsky’s
intimate photos of early 90s indie bands amplify the nostalgic
tug of St. Lenox main man Andrew Choi’s big-voiced electronic
ode to the decade of his youth..
FRIDAY APRIL 15TH | 10:30PM | LOGAN

todd tue | USA | 4 MIN
An energetic, vibrant, and folksy look at childlike wonder. Set to
the fast past fiddle of Paul James, this music video takes on a
genuine doc approach to capturing that innocence.
THURSDAY APRIL 14TH | 9PM | SFA
FRIDAY APRIL 15TH | 7PM | OTSFM

justin and the salty dogs-”streetwise”
gene fojtik | USA | 4 MIN
A catchy musical meditation on homelessness and urban
angst by an elusive quartet with its frontman playing a
hybrid guitar-banjo. Unusual, for more than one reason, across
boundaries.
FRIDAY APRIL 15TH | 9:15PM | LOGAN

robert ruiz de castilla | USA | 6 MIN
A cinematic experience of Chicago people and places shot in
black and white with quick cuts, stirring music, an enigmatic
riderless bicycle, and a homeless man’s dreams. How did they
do that with the bicycle? Not with CGI
saturday APRIL 16TH | 4PM | logan
sunday APRIL 17TH | 8:30PM | OTSFM

bastardgeist- “coast”

FOR FULL SCHEDULE, INFO, PASS AND TICKET SALES VISIT... CIMMFEST.ORG
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hunky dory
michael curtis johnson | usa | 90 min | logan

$12

ffeeaattuurrnee
ffiiccttiioon
corki dancingu (the lure)
AGNIESZKA SMOCZYNSKA | POLAND | 97 min | SFA

When a family of Polish musicians encounter two winsome
mermaid sisters named Silver and Golden, they do what anyone
else would–recruit them to join their band. After performing at
a neon-lit Warsaw club, Silver becomes entangled with the bass
player. Golden, who cannot escape her bloodthirsty nature,
worries that her sister’s relationship will doom their shared
dream of swimming to a new life in America. First time director
Agnieszka Smoczyńska unleashes an absurdly wild, 1980s-set
musical horror film that grabs you by the tail and refuses to let go.

$12

A bisexual, glam rock dilettante with lofty dreams of becoming a
musician takes the stage at seedy dive bars, but his hedonistic
lifestyle is put on hold when his ex-girlfriend drops their son off
at his high-heeled feet and skips town. Struggling to let go of
his musical aspirations, Sidney’s life goes into a tailspin as
the reality of fatherhood slaps him in the face. Director Michael
Curtis Johnson paints a bittersweet portrait of love, sacrifice,
and rock ‘n’ roll, showing us that life isn’t always hunky dory.

THURSDAY, APRIL 14TH 7:15PM

we are kings
TOBY HUBNER | USA | 87 min | LOGAN

$12

THURSDAY, APRIL 14TH 7PM
Q&A

savage beliefs: the movie
charlie fink | usa | 88 min | martyrs’
Not many bands get to play themselves in their own movie–The
Beatles, KISS … Savage Beliefs. The local hardcore heroes take
on a serial killer in this unearthed gem of a slasher parody/slice
of Chicago punk life that’s been collecting dust since 1984. (As
with a lot of no-budget indie films, the money dried up before
it could be released.) How gemmy? The assistant director of
photography was none other than Oscar-winning cinematographer
Janusz Kamiński (Schindler’s List). See what you’ve been missing
all these years.
THURSDAY, APRIL 14TH 8PM
playing with... earth is not
room enough

come to Martyr’s after for a live show

$10

Q&A

THURSDAY, APRIL 14TH 8:00PM
For you Punk/Indie scholars out there, Savage Beliefs featured future
Big Black (Steve Albini’s band) bassist Dave Riley and ex-Government
Issue member Brian Gay, along with Wes Tabayoyong and Eric Cassell. And
in a stranger twist of before-they-were-famous, the assistant Director
Of Photography on the film is none other than Academy Award-winning
cinematographer Janusz Kaminski (Schindler’s List).

A heart-warming, hard-to-resist, down-home indie blues
odyssey about a group of disparate–and broke–souls who come
together to save a Mississippi blues club, and themselves.
Winningly off-kilter and chock-full of non-actor faces give this
a genuine feel that reflects and updates the old “Hey gang, let’s
put on a show!” Spirit.
FRIDAY, APRIL 15TH 7PM
playing with... mississippi bluesmand leo “bud
welch”

desire will set you free

yony leyser | germany | 92 MIN | logan

chicago
premiere

Ezra, an American writer of Palestinian and Israeli decent living in Berlin, spends his life clubbing, taking drugs and wanting to be more punk.
He wishes he wrote more, but spends most of his time with his privileged, dark, but witty friend Catherine, and her fetish for Nazi paraphernalia.
Ezra meets a Russian hustler who pulls him into the city’s hedonistic underground. Berlin music icons like Peaches, Nina Hagen, and Blixa
Bargeld turn up in this journey through the city’s queer and punk scenes.
SATURDAY, APRIL 16TH 7:00PM
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presented in conjunction with with

chicago underground film festival
half-cocked
S HAWLEY/M GALINSKY | usa | 81 min | logan

$12

beatbox

Q&A

andrew dresher | uk | 76 min | logan
Set in the streets of Brooklyn, NY, Beatbox follows Pete, an
aspiring DJ and musician who makes ends meet by delivering
beer for his girlfriend’s family business. When night falls, he
escapes to his makeshift home recording studio, where he
continues to master the art of dope beats until the sun comes
up. When a mysterious record company owner introduces
him to the underground world of competitive beatboxing,
Pete immerses himself in the craft and catches the eye of a
beautiful singer and beatboxer named Rye.
playing with...

The highs, lows, and bored in-betweens of mid-90s indie-dom
is cleverly portrayed as a bunch of Louisville kids commandeer
a van full of instruments and bluff their way across Kentucky
and Tennessee, pretending to be a band featuring members of
Rodan, Lambchop, and Grifters. Screening with David Fair Is the
King, acclaimed underground filmmaker Skizz Cyzyk’s visit with
the affable Half Japanese co-founder, and Michael Galinsky’s
video for the St. Lenox track “I Still Dream of the ‘90s,”
composed of his Half-Cocked-era photography.
FRIDAY, APRIL 15TH 10:30PM
playing with...
... ST. LENOX- “I STILL dream of THE 90’S
... DAVID FAIR IS THE KING - PG 19

uttama villain

(the pure-hearted villain)

RAMASH ARAVIND | INDIA | 123 min | SFA

$12

$12

SATURDAY, APRIL 16TH 3PM

chris crack-’armani silverware’ - PG 19

$12

scratch-a hip-hop opera
SEBASTIEN GORDON | CANADA | 93 min | LOGAN

A “hip op-era” musical drama follows a young Haitian immigrant
and his family in Montreal, and through the years becomes the
proud leader of a hip hop group. He takes over his brother’s
enterprise, using the illicit gains to record a studio album. One
night after a concert, he gets shot by a rival gang member
and slips into a deep coma as we slip into flashbacks of his
derailment — and the redemption that follows.
SUNDAY, APRIL 17TH 12PM

chicago
premiere

playing with...
LORD NETTY FEATURING K DAVID “WE ON” - PG 19

love in the sixth

$12

jude klassen | CANADA | 100 min | LOGAN

A touching Indian film about a terminally ill megastar acting in
his last movie about an 8th-century legend whose life is a
distant mirror of his own. This film’s conventional start opens
up to a funny, poignant, unexpected and moving movie with
Bollywood flourishes. SATURDAY, APRIL 16TH 9:45PM

$12

ADAM GREEN’S ALADDIN

Touted as an “unromantic comedy about extinction” is exactly
what you get in this wonderful and wacky tour of Toronto’s urban
A angsts, imponderables, and sexual borderlands. It has a
Q&
winning hey-gang-let’s-all-make-a-movie quality that
gives depth to the oh-so-recognizable characters.
SUNDAY, APRIL 17TH 4PM

CARMILLA
jeff harder | usa | 64 min | LOGAN

A

Q&

adam green | USA | 77 min | LOGAN

Adam Green of The Moldy Peaches wrote, directed, scored, and
heads a hipster dream cast–Macauley Culkin, Devendra Banhart,
Alia Shawkat, Har Mar Superstar–in this pixilated, sexed-up musical
take on the classic Arabian Nights tale of a boy and his magic
lamp. Adam Green’s Aladdin is about a failed recording artist in
a papier-mache techno-dystopia who uses the wish-granting (or
wish-printing), unmistakably phallic lamp to woo the corrupt sultan’s
decadent daughter and ends up remaking the world. Utterly original,
profanely satirical, and eons from Disney.

SATURDAY, APRIL 16TH 11PM
playing with... pineal warriors

chicago
premiere

world
premiere
After being buried alive as a heretic in the 17th century, Carmilla
awakens from her grave to seek revenge in rural Iowa, but
spares the life of a beautiful biker girl. A haunting bluegrass
score in gorgeous black and white with shadow animation.

SUNDAY, APRIL 17TH 8:15PM
FOR FULL SCHEDULE, INFO, PASS AND TICKET SALES VISIT... CIMMFEST.ORG
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FILM
LOGAN THEATRE

Pet Sounds Live in
Horn to the Heart:
London
The Paul Butterfield
7 PM TH Story
7 PM FR
We Are Kings

7 PM FR

The Lure

THURSDAY & FRIDAY

Fela Kuti:
Music Is the Weapon
7 PM FR
Honkey Dory
7:15 PM TH
Blackhearts
8:30 PM FR
The Smalls Forever is a Long Time

9 PM TH

Sir Doug and the
Genuine Texas
Cosmic Groove
9:15 PM FR
Hustlers Convention
93 min 9:15 PM
Half-Cocked
10:30 PM FR

April 15-16, 2016

The Hunger

6PM

Baadassss Award
Party
1st Ward
6PM Cocktail hour
7PM Awards

COMFORT STATION

7 PM FR

Savage Beliefs: The
Movie

The Ex:And So Say All
of Us
8:45 PM FR American Epic: The
Big Bang & Blood and
Soil
9:15 PM FR
Shorts Program 1:
Universal Coping
Mechanism
9 PM FR

8PM

MARTYR’S

With live music following
film

8PM TH

9 PM
10 PM

Shorts Program 2:
Pop Culture Effect
10:30 PM FR

11 PM

11 PM FR

MUSIC

7 PM

8 PM

9 PM

9 PM

930 PM

TAJ MAHAL

ESZTER BALINT

TAYLOR MCFERRIN

HIPNOTIC BRASS
ENSEMBLE

TAJ MAHAL

OLD TOWN SCHOOL
OF FOLK MUSIC

7PM TH
TAJ MAHAL

OLD TOWN SCHOOL
OF FOLK MUSIC

7PM TH

7 PM

A Song For You: The
8PM FR
Austin City Limits
7 PM TH Story
Songs of Redemption
7 PM FR

HIDEOUT

8PM TH
YOKO OH NO’S
TOWNSHIP

8PM TH
SAVAGE BELIEFS
MARTYR’S

8PM TH

DREW HOLCOMB
THALIA HALL

8PM FR
RAMI, ALEX, CASEY
AND SCOTT

HIDEOUT

8PM FR

GGOOLLDD
TOWNSHIP

8PM FR
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COMFORT STATION/1ST
WARD

OLD TOWN SCHOOL
OF FOLK MUSIC

THE SOCIETY FOR THE ARTS

EAST ROOM

MARTYR’S

9PM TH
AURORA L’OREALIS
BURLINGTON

9PM TH
SEVENTEEN SISTERS
MOE’S TAVERN

9PM TH
PETER MURPHY
THALIA HALL

9PM TH

MADE TO BREAK
BURLINGTON

9PM FR

9PM FR

THE LONDON SOULS
SUBTERRANEAN

9PM FR
STOP.DROP.REWIND.
MOE’S

9:30PM FR
J-DILLA TRIBUTE
PROMONTORY

9PM FR

OLD TOWN SCHOOL
OF FOLK MUSIC

9:30PM TH
DAVID BANNER
PROMONTORY

9:30PM TH
JOHN ‘BOOGIE’ LONG

ROSA’S

9:30PM FR
KAP-G

1ST WARD

WHITE MYSTERY
EMPORIUM - WICKER

9:30PM FR

DJ RAHAAN
EAST ROOM

9PM FR

CHICAGO INTERNATIONAL MOVIES & MUSIC FESTIVAL // CIMMFEST.ORG

10PM FR

FILM

1 PM
2 PM
3 PM
4 PM

5 PM
6 PM
7 PM

8 PM

9 PM
10 PM
11 PM

1ST WARD

FACETS/OLD TOWN

COMFORT STATION
PROMONTORY/LINCOLN HALL

Yehudi Menuhin:
Brian Wilson
The Violin of the
presents SMiLE
Century
11 AM
12 PM
11 AM
Prisoner of Her
Past
11:30AM
Erbarme Dich Matthaus Passion Stories
12:30pm
Facets’ Kids Program

A Good Man
Beautiful Dream1 PM er: Brian Wilson
and the Story of
We Like It Like
SMiLE
That
1:45 PM
2:15 PM
Beatbox

As The Crow Flies
17 min 2:15 PM
The Pound Hole
11 min 2:15 PM
147 Pianos

3 PM

3 PM

Shorts Programs Bill Evans: Time
2: Living in the
Remembered
Fringe
4 PM
4pm
Gary Numan:
Android in La La
Land
5pm Martin Atkins

SIGUR ROS: HEIMA
LINCOLN HALL

4PM

FESTIVAL

OLD TOWN

5PM

Presents: Sex, Wax

Who Is Lydia
n Rock n Roll
Loveless
6:15 PM
6:15 PM
Desire Will Set
You Free
7PM

It's A Rockabilly
World
Soundbreaking:
8 PM
Stories from the
Cutting Edge of Uttama Villain
Recorded Music (The Pure-Heart8:45 PM ed Villain)
9:45 PM

RUBBLE KINGS
PROMONTORY

6PM

The Heart of
Sweet Blues
Madame Sabali
7 PM
7PM
HEARTWORN
HIGHWAYS
OLD TOWN

7:15PM

April 16, 2016

12 PM

THE SOCIETY FOR ARTS

SATURDAY

11AM

LOGAN THEATRE

Czardashian
Rhapsody
8:15pm

Artist and Repertoire

9PM

Cracked Actor
10:45 PM

Boom Bust Boom
9:45 PM

Adam Green's
Aladdin
11 PM
FOR FULL SCHEDULE, INFO, PASS AND TICKET SALES VISIT... CIMMFEST.ORG
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MUSIC
7 PM

8 PM

9 PM

9:30 PM

10 PM

MENUIN FILM & LIVE
PERFORMANCE

POLICA

START MAKING SENSE

AVERY R. YOUNG

CHICAGO AFROBEAT
PROJECT -LIVE SCORE
DANCE PARTY

DJ MANO/GHETTO
DIVISION

PROMONTORY

8PM
9PM

ROSA’S

9:30PM

CLAUDETTE’S
HIDEOUT

MORTIFIED

LINCOLN HALL

SATURDAY

7PM

9PM
MONOBODY
TOWNSHIP

9PM

BLOOD RED BOOTS
MOE’S TAVERN

April 16, 2016
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$125
$75
$40
$50
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10PM

GUITARAMA

1ST WARD

6 PM

1ST WARD

9:30PM

AFRIKA BAMBAATAA

LOCAL H
METRO

EMPORIUM WICKER

9PM

8PM

1ST WARD

11AM

MARTYR’S

THALIA HALL

Drop

-out

$35
$99
s we

$ 50
$ 40

lcom
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FILM
12 PM

LOGAN THEATRE

THE SOCIETY FOR ARTS

Rock in the Red
Zone
12:15 PM
SCRATCH - A
HIP-OPÉRA
12 PM

Honeyboy 'The
History of the
Blues'
12 PM
Six Generations
of the Blues From
Mississippi to
Chicago
12 PM

LINCOLN HALL

1ST WARD

COMFORT STATION

1 PM

6 PM

7 PM
8 PM
9 PM
10 PM

LIVE SCORE
VIDEO GAME
2 PM

Yallah!
Underground
2:15 PM
Love in the Sixth
4:00 PM
Voice of the
Eagle: The
Enigma of Robbie
Basho
5 PM

Ik wil graag
honderd worden
(Live to be a
hundred)
3:30 PM

Ziggy Stardust
and the Spiders
from Mars
3:45 PM

Big Gold Dream
5:15 PM

Bang! The Bert
Berns Story
6:15 PM
Country: Portraits
of an American
Sound
Playing Lecuona
6:45 PM
7:15 PM
Carmilla
8:15 PM
Love & Mercy
8:30 PM

And This Is Free
3 PM

No Land’s Song
6:30 PM
This plays at
Chicago
Filmmakers

April 17, 2016

3 PM
4PM
5 PM

The American
Epic Sessions
2 PM

SUNDAY

2 PM

CIMMFEST CLOSING
NIGHT FILM AWARDS
BASH.....

7PM

MUSIC
7 PM

8 PM

Lisa Loeb

CALIFORNIA WIVES

OLD TOWN

7PM

PSYCH & JAZZ JAM NIGHT

MOE’S TAVERN

7:00PM

MOONFACE

LINCOLN HALL

7:30PM

FUTURE THIEVES
SUBTERRANEAN

TOWNSHIP

8PM

GINGGGER SHANKAR
CITY WINERY

9 PM

CHARLIE HIRSCH
BURLINGTON

10 PM

11 PM

9PM

8PM

A SECOND
SHOW AT 5PM
AT CITY WINERY

7:30PM
FOR FULL SCHEDULE, INFO, PASS AND TICKET SALES VISIT... CIMMFEST.ORG
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FLY ICELANDAIR FROM CHICAGO O’HARE
TO MORE THAN 20 DESTINATIONS IN EUROPE
Stopover in Iceland at no additional airfare
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DEER TICK

Deertick formed in Rhode Island in
2004 and has subsequently grown
a following for its folk, blues,
country-tinged rock tunes, and
the party-like show atmosphere.
The band appears at CIMMfest as
part of its “acoustic” tour and will
perform a mix of new and classic
material.

kickoff
show

lliivvee
m
muussiicc

RYLEY WALKER

PLAYING WITH ...
Ryley Walker’s acoustic guitar stylings, sweet, soulful vocals,
and psychedelic folk and rock leanings have made him one of
the most unique talents to emerge from Chicago’s musical
underground in recent years. Walker appears at CIMMfest
following two album releases last year: Primrose Green and
Land of Plenty, a collaboration with guitarist Bill MacKay.
OLD TOWN SCHOOL OF FOLK MUSIC
THURSDAY, APRIL 7TH 7:00PM AND 10:00PM

made to break
Chicago reedman Ken Vandermark is one of the world’s most
prolific purveyors of improvised music. Made To Break, one
of his many ongoing projects, combines saxes/drums/bass
trio with the warped electronic genius of Austria’s Christof
Kurzmann, whose loops and keyboard flavors keep things bubbling
and unpredictable.

PLAYING WITH ...

brian case

(of Disappears)

Pausing from ripping on the guitar, Brian Case of The Disappears
is bringing a synth-pop experimental sound to CIMMFest. Playing
solo, Case will use guitar loops and sequencing to craft minimal
soundscapes that are, as he calls “imperfect” and aren’t driven
by the momentum generated from the sound tools.

BURLINGTON 9PM
FRIDAY, APRIL 15TH

taylor
mcferrin
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Grammy winner and an Americana Music Association’s Lifetime
Achievement Award recipient, Taj Mahal brings his eclectic mix
of blues, roots, and international sounds to the Old Town School
of Folk Music. Joining him in the Taj Mahal Trio are drummer
Kester Smith and bassist Bill Rich.

OLD TOWN SCHOOL OF FOLK MUSIC
THURSDAY, APRIL 14TH 7:00PM AND 9:30PM
PLAYING WITH ...

made to break

christof kurzmann
/tim daisy duo
One half of the quartet Made
To Break, Kurzmann (keys/
electronics) and Daisy
(drums/percussion)
take you on an uncharted voyage to
WHO
KNOWS
WHERE......

Equal parts keyboardist, singer and producer, Taylor
McFerrin belongs to an emerging generation of artists
creating cutting-edge sound by folding jazz fusion and
R&B into electronic music. His 2014 release Flying Lotus’
Brainfeeder featured moving watery keys and improvised
scatting that drift across ambient textures and rippling grooves.

EAST ROOM THURSDAY, APRIL 14TH 9PM

FOR FULL SCHEDULE, INFO, PASS AND TICKET SALES VISIT... CIMMFEST.ORG
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AURORA L’OREALIS
Local rockers Aurora L’Orealis came together in 2010 and have
been creating ecstatic psychedelic noise pop ever since. Based
in Oak Park, the group has demonstrated its talents in live shows
and on an EP titled “Autumn Frequencies,” but more recently
it has amped things up by infusing a grinding, industrial-toned
howl into its shoegazing mix.

CAFE RACER

PLAYING WITH ...

Cafe Racer is an emerging reverb-drenched garage/psych
project spearheaded by local rocker, Michael Santana (also of
scuzzy punk outfit Gross Pointe). Earlier this year, the five-piece
group released a series of tracks via Bandcamp, and from the
sounds of it, there are more good things yet to come.

BURLINGTON - THURSDAY, APRIL 14TH 9:00PM

eszter balint

With more than 25 years of collective musical experience,
the Scarbrough siblings are bona fide entertainers that any
rock-junkie will enjoy. Pulling from their deep southern roots,
they combine classic rock, blues, soul and gospel to create an
unforgettable eclectic sound.

MOE’S TAVERN - THURSDAY, APRIL 14TH 9:00PM

Eszter Balint’s Airless Midnight
brings eerie yet artful Americana
tunes that entice you to listen
carefully. The singer, violinist, and
actress from Hungary emerged
from her eleven-year musical
hiatus late last year. She had been
keeping busy, including a stint on
FX’s Louie. Having written every
song on the album and playing
guitar, violin, and mandolin just to
name a few, Ms. Balint is a true
artist.

PLAYING WITH ...

SEVENTEEN SISTERS

josh dumas
and kate adams

and ...

Kate Adams and Joshua Dumas of the collaboration
Mending provide the live-score to “Cycles,” a film
focused on two characters thrust into an intimate line
of questioning that bends them through time and space.
Felix Piñeiro’s film stars Aemilia Scott and Oliver
Shelton and features the world premiere of Mending’s
music.

daniel knox

Daniel Knox’s stirring and insular music is unlike anything else
in Chicago’s rich music scene. Gifted with an entrancingly deep
croon, the singer/pianist spins tales and projects visuals haunted
by his Midwestern heritage.

eli disxon

of smoking popes

and ...
Eli Dixon rocks-out live with punk-rock fury to the film,
“Nowhere to be Found,” where a young woman searches for
the father of her baby. Dixon, of Smoking Popes, paired up with
filmmakers Rebecca Montalvo and Brian VandenBos to compose
and perform the the score for the short.

HIDEOUT - THURSDAY, APRIL 14TH 8:00PM

ddaavviiddeerr
bbaannnn
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A staple in the hip hop community since the early 2000s, David Banner’s hits
include “Like A Pimp,” “Get Like Me,” and “Play.” Banner strives to create
“material that [he] hopes lasts in [your] minds forever,” and he certainly has
provided hits and bangers that continue to stand up to the ever-changing face
of hip hop.THE PROMONTORY - THURSDAY, APRIL 14TH 9:30PM
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and ...

modern vices

yoko
oh no’s
ndd
aan
tthhee

With a sound that the band describes as “rock and roll
with a touch of soul,” this band really does know how
to put the soul into rock and roll. This vocal, guitar, and
drum trio will surprise you with how young they are
while showing off their talent with classic rock hooks
backed up with soulful and sassy vocals.

PLAYING WITH ...

THE BOXERS

While the members of the band are only around 20 year
old, Chicago’s The Boxers take much of their inspiration
from old school rock and roll sounds of the 50s and
60s. Their well constructed songs are rife with dulcet
harmonies as well as a shot of contemporary tones.

Dubbed “so-young, so-good” from the
Chicago Tribune,Modern Vices bring a
“dirty Doo-Wop” sound that is worth
wrapping your ears around. At times
crooning and others soaring, the fuzzy
guitar tones keep your mind guessing
and your head bobbing.

and ...

oketo

Fresh off their newest release, I Am
Here You Are Now, Lincoln Nebraska’s
Oketo are proven songwriters ready
to take their show on the road. Their
songs are beautifully crafted with an
ear for the dramatic. They’ve mastered
the timing of when to pull it back and
when to blow you away.

TOWNSHIP 8PM
THURSDAY, APRIL 14TH

drew holcomb
and
and the
the
neighbors
Tennessee-based, singer-songwriter Drew Holcomb
launched his band Drew Holcomb and the Neighbors
in 2006 along with his wife Ellie Holcomb, Nathan
Dugger, and Rich Brinsfield. Together, the group
crafts a soulful mix of Americana and alt-rock which
has won them accolades across national media and
song placements in TV shows including How I Met
Your Mother, House, and Parenthood. The group’s
seventh studio album, Medicine (Magnolia Records),
was released last year to critical acclaim and an even
greater response from fans-- placing #47 on Billboard’s
Top 200 and landing the #1 singer-songwriter spot
on iTunes.

THALIA HALL 8:00PM
FRIDAY, APRIL 15TH
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As the lead vocalist of the post-punk
quartet Bauhaus, Murphy helped
pioneer the gloomy, romantic
sounds of the burgeoning gothic
rock style of music. The group
disbanded in 1983 and Murphy
went on to lead a prolific solo
career blending avant-garde, punk,
industrial, electronic, Middle
Eastern-influenced mysticism, and
darkened pop. In 2014, Murphy
unleashed his tenth studio album,
Lion.
THALIA HALL 9:00PM
THURSDAY, APRIL 14TH

2 NIGHTS!!!

LLOOCCAALL HH

METRO
FRIDAY APRIL 15TH, 9PM &
SATURDAY, APRIL 16TH, 8PM

Chicago alt-rock favorites Local H return to CIMMfest for two nights of
celebration of its 20th Anniversary sophomore album, As Good As Dead.
Each Metro show will feature a short set of material from across its catalog,
and a headlining performance of As Good As Dead in its entirety.

CHICAGO INTERNATIONAL MOVIES & MUSIC FESTIVAL // CIMMFEST.ORG

PRESENTED IN CONJUNCTIO

N WITH SOUTH SIDE MUSIC

SERIES

HYPNOTIC
BRASS ENSEMBLE

The Hypnotic Brass Ensemble (HBE) consists of seven
brothers who began their musical training with their father,
jazz trumpeter/band leader Kelan Phil Cohran (Earth, Wind &
Fire, Chaka Khan, Sun Ra). By 1999, they discontinued playing
with dad in order to find their own sound, growing into a
cosmic jazz/brass/hip hop hybrid ensemble.

PLAYING
WITH ...

JD’S REVENGE

MARTYR’S 9:00PM
FRIDAY, APRIL 15TH

When the next revolution comes, JD’s Revenge will provide
the anthem. Heavy rock, soul and funk blast out of this raw,
powerfully complex band that features tight soulful harmonies
backing dark biting lyrics, metallic guitars and a thunderous
rhythm section. JD’s Revenge has set the tone; the rest of us
just need to take control.

HOSTED BY: DRUNKEN MONKEE & M’RELD GREEN

CIMMFEST & JAM
PRODUCTIONS
PRESENT:

london souls

THE

SUBTERRANEAN
FRIDAY, APRIL 15TH, 9PM
Formed in NYC (not London!) in 2008, The London Souls
are guitarist Tash Neal and drummer Chris St. Hilaire. Their
newest album, Here Come The Girls, is a smart and savory
blend of 60s mod rock, classic soul and modern New York
grit. The glue? Funky chops and, above all, mighty songs.

MOE’S TAVERN 9:00PM
FRIDAY, APRIL 15TH
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Opening for music powerhouses such as The Misfits,
Hawthorne Heights, Amber Pacific and Real Friends, this
progressive pop rock band knows how to amp up a crowd.
Hailing from Valparaiso, Indiana stop.drop.rewind is an example
of what happens when emo kids grow up and get jazz degrees.

rami,alex, tt
ac sey, and sco

HIDEOUT 8:00PM
FRIDAY, APRIL 15TH

RACS–Rami Gabriel, Alex Hall, Casey McDonough and Scott
Ligon–present new original songs in the great American
traditions of soul and country music. This is a pure Chicago
band built on collaboration from a hosts of bands that move
effortlessly through the jazz, blues country and rockabilly scenes.

PLAYINYg WITH ...

nick dittmeier

Singer-songwriter Nick Dittmeier has mastered the upbeat and
cheerful music that dances along perfectly with the American
lifestyle.He’s a midwesterner and you feel it through and through.

lonesome still

and ...
Lonesome Still’s retro-country sound has blues, folk, and rock
tones that shape their hearty music. The eight-member group is
packed full of the true soul of country music.
and ...

the trews

Having started their career known as One I’d Trouser (taken
from a Monty Python song), the Toronto-based band from Nova
Scotia rock it out hard. Their last album titled The Trews was
the highest charting debut to date, reaching #1 on the Rock,
Alternative and Independent Album Charts in Canada.

we are the

PLAYING WITH ...

asteroid

From the ashes of a torched compost shack in Austin, Texas
emerge We Are The Asteroid. They create just the sort
of aural dogpile you’d expect from ex-members of Butthole
Surfers, Pain Teens and Ed Hall. Rock, mental illness and Roll
for everyone.

and ...

the
noble thiefs

Hail from the geographical center of North America, Winnepeg,
Canada. Infectiously hand clappin’, foot stompin’, retro, soul
inspired rock. Nobel Thiefs come to Chicago to stick sticky
jams in your head.
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ROSA’S 9:30PM
FRIDAY, APRIL 15TH

From Baton Rouge, Louisiana, Jonathon “Boogie” Long was born
with the blues coursing through his veins. He ‘s played with at
the New Orleans Jazz & Heritage Festival, and with Warren Haynes,
Gov’t Mule, and Dr. John. In 2011, he won Guitar Center’s “King
of the Blues” guitar competition. Tonight’s special guest include
Björn Thoroddsen, Sam Blue and Rita Graham.

FOR FULL SCHEDULE, INFO, PASS AND TICKET SALES VISIT... CIMMFEST.ORG
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and ...

The Mexican-American rapper
hails from the south side of
College Park in Atlanta, and
has collaborated with some of
the biggest names in the rap game
including Fabolous, Wiz Khalifa
and Spenzo. Layering his Mexican
heritage with African-American
culture, Kap G brings a unique
perspective with some sick beats.
PLAYING WITH ...

ray illa
aka‘illz’

Hip hop recording artist from
the east side of Chicago, iLLz is
best known for his storytelling,
clever rhymes, and creation of
the groundbreaking “Supa Ugly
Grind” brand–he’s one to watch.

v!sual

Fellow Chicagoan and founder of
#HelloHipHop, an artist service
for bands and musicians, V!SUAL
will bring it on with his hip hop,
rap and soul. Currently, he’s
consulting and developing with
local talent to cultivate a new
wave of Chicago hip hop greats.

and ...

kid-ro

Rising star rapper, KID-RO of
Chicago’s west side is creating
a lot of underground street buzz
with his recently released, highly
anticipated official mixtape/
album–check out his beats before
he hits it big.

1ST WARD 10:00PM
FRIDAY, APRIL 15TH

j dilla
tribute
THE PROMONTORY 10:00PM
FRIDAY, APRIL 15TH

GGOOLLDD
GGOOLLDD’s indie take
on the electronic pop
genre has earned the
Synthpop band from
Milwaukee a strong following
and a reputation “the Pringles
of music,” because of their
addictive quality. Listed as one
of six Wisconsin Bands to Watch
by the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
for 2015.

TOWNSHIP 8:00PM
FRIDAY, APRIL 15TH

PLAYING WITH ...

The Pact gives the listener a clever blend of polished
rock with an electrifying indie pop sound, and you can
trust that oath is made in blood. Already creating a buzz
in the media, the young Chicago-based group is bringing
the festival their self-recorded debut album, “Reaching
in the Dark.”

and ...

sc mira

Born of fake blood and abandoned
asylum lighting, fleshed out with
drummer J ed Desi lets, bassi st
Mario Lagassé, and Caro LaFlamme
on keys, would eventually become
Winnipeg-rooted indie-rock outfit Sc
Mira. With Sadye Cage’s unmistakable
d e l i ve r y – q u i ve r i n g , d e l i c a t e ,
simultaneously sweet and sinister the
band is beyond unique and straight up
kick-ass!

PLAYING WITH ...

UM
SLUM
SL
AGEE
LLAG
VILL
VI
Slum Village was founded by members J. Dilla
(RIP), Baatin (RIP) and T-3 in the early ‘90s while
still in high school. The group broadcasts a hard
lyrical edge atop their jazzy and soulful beats.
Currently working as a duo of T-3 and R.J., their
2015 release - Yes! - contains posthumous Dilla
beats.
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the pact
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TRIBUTE TO J DIL
J. Dilla may have died in 2006, but
his legacy lives on through his creations with names like A Tribe Called
Quest, The Roots and Erykah Badu.
The Slum Village member is one of
the most respected and powerful
hip-hop producers of the last two
decades and CIMMFest is honoring
him through two tribute bands.

ARMITAGE

A Chicago-based, alternative rock
band whose members teamed up
as students at Columbia College.
Armitage quickly earned a solid
reputation built on their powerful sound,
catchy melodies and thoughtful
songwriting.

AND ...

BLACK MILK
Gifted emcee Black Milk was JDilla’s
protege and initial replacement as
the producer for Slum Village.
Experimenting
with
dusty
grooves, minimal electronics and
live instrumentation, he balances
street, personal and conscious
topics. Black Milk recorded for
Fat Beats, Decon, Duck Down and
Jack White’s Third Man Records,
Danny Brown, Elzhi, Wu-Tang’s
GZA, Royce Da 5’9”, Pharoahe
Monch and Computer Ugly.

CHICAGO INTERNATIONAL MOVIES & MUSIC FESTIVAL // CIMMFEST.ORG

B:7.75 in
T:7.5 in

T:9.5 in

PLAYING WITH ...

dirty fences
Known for their frenzied live sets, Brooklyn’s
Dirty Fences throw down a particularly sweaty
form of rocknroll. Their newest, Full Tramp,
reeks alternately of an early 70s basement
bong party and CBGBs bathroom after a long
night. A lovely bouquet.

white
mystery

and ...

Alex White has been punching Chicago (and the
world) in the chest with raw, medium-rare and
well-done rock and roll since she was thirteen, for
the last several years with her brother Francis
in White Mystery. She shows no sign of letting
up and we should all be thankful for that.

lifestyles

The vocal bile and fast/slow-flowing guitar
ooze of Hanna Hazard is efficiently pumped
through the sewer pipes by Alex and Adam, the
rhythm section of Chicago’s own Lifestyles.
Filth and anger never sounded so good...

cchhiiccaaggoot
aaffrroobbeeaatt
pprroojjeecct

For over a decade Chicago Afrobeat Project has been building on the music pioneered
by Fela Kuti with powerful live performances and innovative recordings. Their upcoming
release features master drummer Tony Allen (Fela’s Drummer) along with JC Brooks,
Ugochi and others. There appearance at CIMMfest features a video collaboration with
Chuck Przble and Edyta Stepien.
live score dance party

CIMMFEST & 1833
PRESENT:

live
dj set

PPOOLLIICCAA
S

DJ Rahaan
EAST ROOM 9:00PM
FRIDAY, APRIL 15TH

Somewhere in the wilds
of Cleveland, the O’Connor
brothers, a.k.a. Archie And
The Bunkers, back their van
into the garage and unload not
the usual beat-up guitars but a
cheesy old organ to pair with
the drumkit. With these tools
they create what they dub HIFi
Punk, as apt a name as any for
such beautiful noise.
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EMPORIUM WICKER 9:00PM
FRIDAY, APRIL 15TH

CHOP SHOP 10PM
SATURDAY, APRIL 16TH
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and ...

Minneapolis-based, synth-pop/rock project Poliça
was formed by producer Ryan Olson and vocalist
Channy Leaneagh in 2011. Live the group is rounded
out by bassist Chris Bierden, and percussionists
Drew Christopherson and Ben Ivascu. Following the
positive reception for their debut album Give You the
Ghost and, its follow up, Shulamith, Poliça will release
its third full-length, United Crushers this spring.

archie aattnnhhddee
bunkers

With a growing national presence,
the band’s song “War Paint” was
featured in radio and TV ads during
the Grammys, The Beatles 50th
Anniversary, and the CBS TV series,
Survivor. Known for their indie pop
and electronica sound and their
highly visual performances, Blood
Red Boots shows please the ears
and the eyes alike.

red jr

PLAYING
WITH ...

From the furthest stretches of
Chicago, four musicians come
together and delve into the listener’s
minds and bodies. Their pulsing
rhythms and electrifying melodies
take you away and bring you to a
state of complete awareness.
MOE’S TAVERN 9:00PM
SATURDAY, APRIL 16TH

PLAYING
WITH ...

mothxr

M O T H X R is a four-piece formed
in Brooklyn, NY, though the music is
made wherever they meet. Traveling
with minimal analog recording gear,
they spent four weeks recording an
album between Los Angeles, Chicago and
New York. City shape sound.funkin’,
danceable experience.

THALIA HALL 8:00PM
SATURDAY, APRIL 16TH

CHICAGO INTERNATIONAL MOVIES & MUSIC FESTIVAL // CIMMFEST.ORG

CIMMFEST & POP
MONTREAL
PRESENT:

CKER
TIM HE

EMPTY BOTTLE 9PM
FRIDAY, APRIL 15TH
The prolific Montreal-based, avant-songwriter Tim
Hecker has produced a range of audioworks that
explore the intersection of noise, dissonance, and
melody, and foster an approach to songcraft that is
both physical and emotive. Following his acclaimed
2013 album Virgins, Hecker signed to 4AD records
in 2015 and will release a new album later this year.
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THE PROMONTORY 9:00PM
SATURDAY, APRIL 16TH
PLAYING WITH ...

LOVEBUG
STARSKI

Lovebug Starski (born Kevin Smith, May 16, 1960,
The Bronx, New York City) is an American MC,
musician, and record producer. He began his
career as a record boy in 1971 as hip-hop first
appeared in the Bronx, and he eventually became
a DJ at the Disco Fever club in 1978.

PLAYING WITH ...

BIG LAZY

THE CLAUDETTES
Pianist Johnny Iguana formed the Claudettes with
Matt Torre on drums. Johnny, who has toured
internationally with his own cult-favorite rock band
Oh My God and the Muddy Waters 100 Band. The
Claudettes combine the Chicago blues-piano tradition
with the energy of rockabilly and punk and the sultry
sound of ‘60s soul-jazz to create a thrilling new spin
on American roots music.
HIDEOUT 9:00PM

SATURDAY, APRIL 16TH

MMOONNOOBBOODDYY

TOWNSHIP 9:00PM
SATURDAY, APRIL 16TH

Born Kevin Donovan, Afrika
Bambaataa was raised in the
Bronx, New York, where his
early electro-funk experiments
helped lay the foundation of
hip hop, rap, and myriad
e l e c t roni c s tyl e s . Af r ik a
Bambaata helped popularize hip
hop in his city and beyond,
igniting a global hip hop
movement and spreading a
message of positivity, unity, non-violence, and social
awareness. Today, his music
and the message continues
to inspire listeners around the
world.

and ...

CHACHIAND THE
BANDIDOS
PLAYING WITH ...

Big Lazy is a guitar, drums, and bass trio
that refuses to be defined by just one genre.
Their music takes listeners on a journey
akin to one experienced on the New York
subway; it’s a gritty tale with eclectic and
strange characters that all seem to come
together in harmony.
Playing a mix of classic country hits with
funk/RnB stylings, Chachi and the Bandidos
is a rollicking eclectic group of musicians
bringing you tunes you never knew you
loved.

LIFTED BELLS

The members of Braid, Their/They’re/There, and Stay Ahead of The Weather
join forces in Lifted Bells. The emo band is comprised of intricate guitar riffs,
insightful lyrics, and vocals that demand empathy from listeners. The band
has already played SXSW and there is no doubt that they will continue to
grow with their new album that’s in the works.
and ...
After persevering through a burglary that robbed Moritat of a year’s worth
of creative work along with their gear, they emerged with their debut LP
Clill Blanzin. The LP features avant-pop and futuristic production. While the
groups next project High Plus Tight was self-produced at home, you would
never guess as it’s filled with masterfully crafted indie pop.

MORITAT

Chicago natives Monobody are a musical conglomerate
MOONRISE NATION
who borrow aspects from a myriad of genres including and ...
jazz, post rock, electronic, and math rock and creates This young indie-folk-pop trio packs so much talent into their self-titled EP
instrumentals that are as mesmerizing as they are as haunting vocals, insightful lyrics, and beautiful harmonies echo throughout.
electrifying. While there are no vocals, Monobody’s There is something pure about Moonrise Nation’s thoughtfully crafted music
voice can be found at the center of the group’s eclectic and delicate, yet impactful vocals. Their musicianship is sure to permeate
their live performances and draw the audience in.
musical components.
FOR FULL SCHEDULE, INFO, PASS AND TICKET SALES VISIT... CIMMFEST.ORG
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presents

Saturday,
April 16, 2016
@ 1st Ward

2033 W. North Ave,
Chicago

at CIMMfest 2016

Celebrate Record Store Day in
style with the Canadians, featuring:

sc mira 6:00 pm
the treble 6:30 pm
dAVID MORIN 7:00 pm
The trews 7:30 pm
the noble thiefs 8:00 pm
MEET THE CANADIANS RECEPTION 4:00-6:00PM
Emporium Arcade Bar, Logan Square
(2363 N. Milwaukee Ave)
Schmooze with the Canucks
& enjoy some refreshments
before hopping over to
1st Ward for the show!

musicexportcanada.com |

@canadianblast

facebook.com/canadianblast | cimamusic.ca

Canadian Blast is an initiative of the Canadian Independent Music Association (CIMA)
In partnership with

STARMAKER BW 15.09.06.eps

With support from

File Name: STARMAKER LOGO CMYK 15.09.06.eps
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EMPORIUM WICKER 9:30PM
SATURDAY, APRIL 16TH

AVERY YOUNG

With his poetic heart and soulful voice, Avery R Young
combines gospel, blues, jazz and hip hop to create a sound
that reaches into the soul. His words and music intertwine to
tell stories rooted in Black folk consciousness with lyric and
melody aimed toward modern experience.

CHICAGO
LOUD 9

PLAYING WITH ...

Chicago Loud 9 (cLOUD9) was born one winter night at the
Chicago House of Blues when members of three local bands
came together for a showcase. Their post-alternative style includes an eclectic fusion of hip hop, rock, and pop that covers
several decades of sound.

strart
making
sense
The musicians in this 7-piece Talking Heads Tribute take pride in
faithfully recreating the music of Talking Heads entire career.
Together they bring the Heads unique live show to the stage.
Frontman Jon Braun as a spot-on David Byrne, gives you a rockin’,
funkin’, danceable experience.
MARTYR’S 9:00PM

SATURDAY, APRIL 16TH

CIMMFEST AND
ICELANDIC AIR PRESENT:
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Singer, virtuoso, composer, model, and songwriter Gingger
Shankar presents Nari, an arresting, multigenerational
multimedia mashup featuring a live performance by Shankar,
Dave Liang and Sun Yunfan. Shankar is the only woman in the
world who has mastered the 10-string Double Violin, an instrument
that covers the entire range of the orchestra’s double bass, cello,
viola and violin. Coupled with her five-octave vocals, the sound
is unbridled and unforgettable. CITY WINERY 5PM & 8PM

SUNDAY, APRIL 17TH
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friday
friday pilots
pilots club
club

homme

Iceland’s virtuoso guitar hero, Bjorn Thoroddsen leads the
Iceland Guitar Festival and hosts a world wide traveling
festival; Guitarama, playing with guitar greats from around
the world. For Guitarama Chicago, Bjorn is joined by world
travelers Rami Gabriel - Lebanon, Sones de Mexico
Ensemble’s Juan Dies and is backed by a Chicago blues
veterans.
ROSA’S 9:30PM

SUBTERRANEAN 7:30PM
SUNDAY, APRIL 17TH

AND ...

AND ...

Blues Around
the World

come to rosa’s!!!

Future Thieves’ debut album Horizon Lines boasts the
precision and artistry that comes with years of experience,
but Future Thieves managed to harness it within their first
two years. Performance is at the root of their songs, these
blues infused indie rock tracks demand to be heard live
before you can truly experience Future Thieves’ skill.

PLAYING
WITH ...

Guitarama

lovedrug

AND ...

author
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PLAYING WITH ...

ghetto division

SATURDAY, APRIL 16TH

1ST WARD 5PM
SATURDAY, APRIL 16TH
Revered for his innovative
sound, design and visual art,
Mano is fresh off a Grammy-win for his collaboration
“The Hills,” with Canadian
singer The Weeknd. At the
forefront of the Chicago hip
hop renaissance, After Years
with Kanye West, Mano is
now spearheading the Treated
Crew collective’s campaign.

This Chicago hip hop powerhouse is best known for their warehouse
parties and club events and bringing all shades of their dance
music.

FOR FULL SCHEDULE, INFO, PASS AND TICKET SALES VISIT... CIMMFEST.ORG
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CIMMFEST & POP MONTREAL PRESENT:

moonface

Under the moniker Moonface, Canadian
artist Spencer Krug (Sunset Rubdown,
Wolf Parade, Swan Lake) produces
music that could generally be described
as dark, introspective, slightly absurd,
simultaneously hopeful and hopeless,
and even intelligent. Each album
tends to explore new instrumentation
and work within parameters
different from the last.
LINCOLN HALL 7:30PM
SUNDAY, APRIL 17TH
PLAYING WITH ...

weatherman

Weatherman bring members from the Handsome Family, Quarter
Mile Thunder, and Fruit Bats together, blending alluring
melodies and a pig pen of electronic sounds for a haunting
amalgamation of pop minimalism.

PLAYING WITH ...

Oxfam

CIMMFEST
& AUDACIA
PRESENT:

NIA
CALIFORIV
W ES

Don’t let the name fool you. California Wives are most definitely a
Chicago band. The four-piece emerged in 2009 and have since
impressed audiences far and wide with their hook-driven,
dreamy indie pop. In 2015, the group released its synth-soaked
latest album, Heavy, through artist-run record label homhomhom
Records.
TOWNSHIP 8PM
SUNDAY, APRIL 17TH

SOUL LOW

The good-natured Milwaukee’s group offers up eight tracks of
jittery, joyous indie rock shot through with David Byrne-levels
of nervous energy, all while maintaining a fresh-faced image
that wouldn’t be out of place on a college recruitment poster.
Ad half page-7.25x4.5in-outlines.pdf
3/9/16
4:42 PM
Live the band shows it’s multi genre 1influences
with
spirit and
charm.

and ...

liPSTICK JODI

They call their sound “the lesbian love child of St.
Vincent and the Yeah Yeah Yeahs.” Being a smaller
band, we produce a unique, full sound with catchy
melodies and lyrics that will get themselves and and
can’t find their way out.
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MY GOLD
MASK

charlie
charlie
hirsch
hirsch
Los Angeles transplant Charlie Hirsch has
been living in Chicago since 2010.
Following success acting on The Office
and The Lincoln Lawyer, he shifted his
attention to music to write and record
“Beaten Up and Broken Down” for the
film Least Among Saints. He followed
with his debut album NEW AGAIN leading
to a 2014 appearance at Lollapalooza.

PLAYING
WITH ...

zander
michigan

Zander Michigan is a folk/blues singer/
songwriter from Detroit, MI. He plays the
guitar, harmonica, and sometimes even
plays the fool. His classic folk style vocal,
heavy strum, and cheeky lyrics make him
a classic sounding musician in an age of
futuristic banter. BURLINGTON 9:00PM
SUNDAY, APRIL 17TH

45

PLAYING
WITH ...

My Gold Mask’s is a unique blend of cross boundary influences
with a unifying “dark pop” undercurrent. Founders Gretta
Rochelle and Jack Armondo set the tone at the onset for
this visually mesmerizing and sonically seductive band.
The additions of drummer James Andrew along with
producer Balthazar de Ley helped push the band into
more pulsing and electronic territory.
1ST WARD 8PM
THURSDAY, APRIL 14TH

DJ
OWEN BONES

GLASS LUX

PHEELS

Grammy®-nominated singer/songwriter Lisa Loeb was launched
into the limelight in 1994 with her
platinum-selling Number 1 hit song
“Stay (I Missed You)” from the film
Reality Bites. Since then, she has
enjoyed a successful career
encompassing music, film,
LISA
television, voice-over work, and
B
children’s recordings. She will
E
O
L
be performing two shows during
CIMMfest on Sunday, April 17th, co-produced by PicklesPlayroom.com Radio and the Old
Town School of Folk Music: an 11am Kid’s Concert featuring her children’s recordings
and a 7pm Evening Concert for her “grown up” fans. Both shows are all ages.
Chris Corsale, a Chicago-based singer/songwriter, Old Town School opens the 7pm evening
performance.
OLD TOWN SCHOOL OF MUSIC SUNDAY, APRIL 17TH

11AM KID’S CONCERT & 7PM ADULT SHOW
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THE SOUND OF SILENT
FILM FESTIVAL
ACM’s eleventh annual Sound
of Silent Film Festival,
featuring newly composed
scores performed live to
modern silent films, returns
to the gorgeous Music Box
Theater with an all-new program.
This year’s films feature the
darkly comic Cheating, Inc,
the visually stunning Eva/
Ana, a science fiction parody,
The Stray and Italian filmmaker Beatrice Grande’s
beautiful late life romance
Now/Here among many others.

JAZZ JAM WITH GUSTAVO CORTINAS
With a focus on melody, synergy, and the rhythms of his
native Mexico, Gustavo Cortiñas is a slick drummer and
composer rooted in the jazz tradition.

Play jazz?
Bring your instrument and jump in.
This event is an Open Jazz Jam.

PSYCH JAM WITH MEMBERS OF
WAXWORKS
With a little bit of soul and a pinch of groove, an array of
influences coincide to create the unique, funky sound that is
WaxWorks.
bring your guitar-

MUSIC BOX THEATRE 7:30PM
SATURDAY, APRIL 16TH

this event is an open psych jam session.
MOE’S TAVERN 7PM
SUNDAY, APRIL 17TH

CIMMFEST PRESENTS OUR 2ND ANNUAL STUDENT FILM COMPETITION!
BEST FILM AWARDED $200, AUDIENCE FAVORITE FILM AWARDED $100
10 JURY SELECTIONS WILL BE SCREENING AT THE FESTIVAL

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE VISIT CIMMFEST.ORG/STUDENTFILMS

GET A FREE DRINK!
1) SNAP a photo of this ad. Show it to a bartender.
2) GRAB a free drink! It’s that easy.

B
+ GRA
P
A
SN

One per customer. Not combinable with other ooers. Good for PBR or Well Drink only.
Customer will be asked to email photo to redeem@emporiumchicago.com
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PRODUCING THE FUTURE
THEIR STORIES ARE OUR STORY. WE PRODUCE MORE THAN MOVIES. WE PRODUCE FILMMAKERS.

colum.edu/cinema
RHEA BOZZACCHI (BA ’12)
COLLIN SCHIFFLI (BA ’09)
Director: ANIMALS
Debut feature; nominated for 2014 SXSW
Grand Jury Award; winner 2014 Chicago Film
Critics Association Audience Award
Director: Ghostophobia
Second feature (in development)

Director & Writer: vCARD
Debut feature (in production); initially developed
in Columbia College Chicago’s Semester in LA
program at Raleigh Studios, Hollywood
Writer: Cheat Cheat Bang Bang: short film for
Fulton Market Films
Intern: Fulton Market Films, Chicago; Hutch
Parker Entertainment, LA; FilmEngine, LA

GARY MICHAEL SCHULTZ (BA ’01)
ROBERT-CARNILIUS (MFA ’15)
Director & Writer: JASPA’ JENKINS
2014 Student Academy Award finalist (winner
Midwest regional award)
Director & Writer: Pulse
Thesis short film (in production)
Director & Writer: McTucky Fried High
Comedic animated web series (in production)

Director & Writer: VINCENT-N-ROXXY
Unified Pictures production starring Anton Yelchin
and Megalyn Echikunwoke (in production)
Director & Writer: Devil in My Ride (2013)
Multiple award-winner now in wide video on
demand release
Co-Producer: Rudderless (2014)
William H. Macy’s feature directing debut starring Billy
Crudup; premiered at 2014 Sundance Film Festival

Cinema Art + Science
FOR FULL SCHEDULE, INFO, PASS AND TICKET SALES VISIT... CIMMFEST.ORG
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DIRECTORS ...
dave moore … executive director
josh chicoine … co-founder, artistic director
carmine cervi … co-founder, director film program
gary kuzminski … creative/marketing director

co-program directors ...
ADAM MONTGOMERY …
co-PROGRAM director
ANDY MARKOWITZ…
CO-PROGRAM director

CIMMCON ...
EMILY SALAS …

ASSISTANT TO ARTISTIC DIRECTOR

ANA WRIGHT …

CIMMCON COORDINATOR

AMOR MONTES DE OCA …
kristine perez…

CIMMCON COORDINATOR

scott fetters

CIMMCON COORDINATOR

dayna calderon

CIMMCON COORDINATOR

promotional videos/animations ...
Danny Knuerr …
Promo Video Editor
Paul Chen …
Promo Ad producer
Chris Rose …
Sponsor Reel Producer.
Richard Biethan…

Promo Video/Sponsor Video Sound Designer

Toby Worscheck/JaGoFF…

Animated Trailer Producer and Sound Design

FILM TEAM ...
EVE STUDNICKA …
Sr. SUbmissions MGR
NINA WIEDA …
STUDENT FILM COOR
GEORGE LEPAUW …
CLASSIC mv & PERFORMANCE PROG.
TUCKER DRYDEN …
Asst. TO THE dir OF FILM PROGRAM

OPERATIONS ...

design TEAM ...
shannon flynn … art production manager
brenda villanueva … graphic design
monique doron … graphic design
patti corcoran … graphic design

web team ...

RONDELL MERRILL …

SHARON MOY …

DANA ONTIVEROS …

BRITTANY DEBALTZ …

tara duffy …

MATTHEW DAIGLER …

FILM PROGRAM TEAM ...

team columbia...

TRESSA FERRELLA
jACK HAFFERKAMP
PETER KUTTNER
JENNIFER HOU KWONG
REBECCA LAVOIR
JONATHAN LEVERT
MICHELLE THEIS

Alex Pappas…
Kristin Gogol…
Danielle canchola …
renzo boggio…
kara peterson…
matthew green …

ASSISTANT TO THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
ASSISTANT TO THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
ASSISTANT TO THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

joe delci … web master/designer
javier mendoza … assistant to web master

COPY WRITERS & EDITORS ...
TRESSA FERRELLA … COPY EDITOR
JACK HAFFERKAMP … COPYWRITER
STEVE KARRAS … COPYWRITER/CIMMCAST INTERVIEWER

marketing TEAM ...
ashley hothersall …
brad bordyn …
drea gonzalez …
theophilus jamal …
leann richards…

photographers/
videographers ...

MUSIC TEAM ...

BOX OFFICE

CONTENT MANAGER

VOLUNTEER COORDINATOR

cover illustration...
‘sir real’

JOSH CANNATA …
chris batte…
aka gary kuzminski
DIRECTOR OF MUSIC PROGRAMMING
rob benetti …
jean-marc giboux …
JOHNNY MEEKS …
program art direction...
bill saco…
IAN SCHEFFLER …
for flynn’s sake
john robb…
SABINA BHASIN …
aka shannon flynn
bobby thalamine …
FOR FULL SCHEDULE, INFO, PASS AND TICKET SALES VISIT... CIMMFEST.ORG
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Get 15% Off
Serving Chicagoland for four decades, Edelweiss is a
familyowned Market and Delicatessen specializing
in German Cuisine, Catering and Giftware. We offer
German lunchmeat, cheeses, madetoorder sandwiches,
homemade salads and soups. We carry a full line of
imported European groceries including coffees, teas, jellies,
chocolates,cookies, crackers and condiments.

In Palatine’s Eurofresh Plaza
136 West Northwest Highway
8473597030
www.edelweissdelipalatine.com
Limit one coupon per customer.

Offer ends July 31st.
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index...
index...
Feature Documentaries

Living Like Kings ...21
Lord Netty featuring K David - "We On" ...22
1001 Afternoons in Chicago ...19. 20
Love & Mercy ...18
147 Pianos ...16
Love in the Sixth ...24
A Good Man...11
Low/Fi ...21
A Song...21
Machel Montano - "Like an Boss" ...22
A Song for You: The Austin City Limits Story ...7
Martin Atkins Pressents: Sex, Wax n Rock n Roll; ...9
A Song for You: The Austin City Limits Story ...7
Mississippi Bluesman Leo "Bud" Welch ...19
Adam Green's Aladdin ...24
No Land's Song ...15
And This Is Free ...11
O.R. They (A Triptych Sonata Rap Novella Trillogy) ...21
Artist & Repertoire ...13
Pet Sounds Live in London ...18
As the Crow Flies ...20
Pet Stories ...18
Bail ...21
Pineal Warriors ...20
Bang! The Bert Berns Story ...14
Playing Lecuona ...15
Bastardgeist - 'Coast' ...22
Porter - "Huitzil" ...22
Beatbox ...24
Possessed by Paul James - "Hurricane" ...20, 22
Beautiful Dreamer: Brian Wilson and the Story of SMiLE ...18 Prisoner of Her Past ...11
Big Gold Dream ... 14
Professor/Possessor - "Passion" ...22
Bill Evans: Time Remembered ...9
Rock in the Red Zone ...13
Blackhearts ...7
Rubble Kings ...10
BOOM BUST BOOM ...13
Sami Grisafe - "Brand New Fairytale" ...22
Brian Wilson Presents SMiLE LiVE ...18
Savage Beliefs: The Movie ...23
Buy Bye Guru Junction (Chi-Town Tech Desk) ...21
SCRATCH - UN HIP-OPÉRA ...24
Carmilla ...24
Sergio Arturo Calonego - "Body and Sound" ...20
Chris Crack - "Armani Silverware" ...22
Sigur Ros: Heima ...8
Corki Dancingu (The Lure) ...23
Sir Doug and the Genuine Texas Cosmic Groove ...8
Country: Portraits of an American Sound ...14
Six Generations of the Blues From Mississippi to Chicago ...16
Cracked Actor ...17
Some Girls' Mothers ...21
Czardashian Rhapsody ...16
Songs of Redemption ...7
David Fair Is The King ...19
Soundbreaking: Stories ...14
Desire Will Set You Free ...23
Soy Cubana ...20
Devil's Work...16
St. Lenox - "I Still Love the 90s" ...22
Devin Kirtz - "My Day" ...22
Stay Awake ...21
Earth is Not Room Enough ...19
Sweet Blues: A Film About Mike Bloomfield ...10
Échos: Transpositions de Signal ...20
The American Epic Sessions ...15
Erbarme Dich - Matthaus Passion Stories ...8
The American Epic: The Big Bang, and Blood and Soil ...15
Fela Kuti: Music Is the Weapon ...9
The Ballad of Immortal Joe ...19
Festival! ...11
The Chickening ...22
Freedom in the Clouds ...20
The Dashboard Hula-Girls - "Mister Bluebird" ...20
FUCKKKYOUUU ...19
The Driftless Sisters - "Carry a Lantern" ...20, 22
Gary Numan: Android in LaLa Land ...9
The Evolution of a Gen-X Music Purchaser ...21
Ghost Twin- "Here we are in the Night" ...21
The Ex: And So Say All Of Us ...7
Gloomy Sunday ...21
The Hunger ...17
Half-Cocked ...24
The Night Smokers of Chicago ...21
Harvey Pekar's Teo Macero ...19
The Pound Hole ...20
Heartworn Highways ...10
The Smalls: Forever is a Long Time ...6
Hi How Are You Daniel Johnston ...21
The Smart Studios Story ...6
Higher Consciousness ...19
The Visitor ...19
Honeyboy 'The History of the Blues' ...16
These C*cksucking Tears ...20
Horn from the Heart: The Paul Butterfield Story ...7
Tom Scholz: Sound Machine ...20
Hunky Dory ...23
Uttama Villain (The Pure-Hearted Villain) ...24
Hustlers Convention ...6
Voice of the Eagle: The Enigma of Robbie Basho ...14
Ik wil graag honderd worden (Live to be a Hundred) ...13
Walden Pink ...21
It's A Rockabilly World ...10
We Are Kings ...23
J-Nugget ...19
We Like It Like That ...8
Jazzin' for Blue Jean ...19
Who is Lydia Loveless? ...10
Justin and The Salty Dogs - "Streetwise" ...22
Yallah! Underground ...13
Killing Joke - "The Beautiful Dead" ...9
Yehudi Menuhin: The Violin of the Century ...16
Le Coeur de Madame Sabali/ The Heart of Madame Sabali ...15 Ziggy Stardust and the Spiders from Mars The Hunger ...17

Music
Afrika Bambaataa ...40
Aurora L'Orealis ...33
Avery R. Young ...42
Blood Red Boots ...39
California Wives ...44
Charlie Hirsch l ...45
Chicago Afrobeat Project ...39
Claudettes ...40
David Banner ...33
Deer Tick "Acoustic" Riley Walker ...32
DJ Rahaan ...39
Drew Holcomb and The Neighbors ...35
Eszter Balint ...33
Future Thieves ...42
GGOOLLDD ...37
Gingger Shankar ...42
Guitarama - Blues Around the World ...
Honeyboy Edwards Tribute ...16
Hypnotic Brass Ensemble ...36
Jazz Jam with Gustavo Cortiñas / ...42
John Boogie Long
Kap G/ V!SUAL/ Ray iLLa aka "iLLz"/ KID-RO ...37
Lisa Loeb ...45
Lisa Loeb Kids Concert ...45
LOCAL H – ...35
Made To Break ...32
Made To Break ...32
Million Dollar Mano/ Ghetto Division...42
Monobody ...40
Moonface ...44
Peter Murphy "Stripped" ...35
Poliça / MOTHXR ...39
Rami, Alex, Casey and Scott ...36
Seventeen Sisters ...33
SLUM VILLAGE ...37
Start Making Sense ...42
stop.drop.rewind ...36
Taj Mahal Trio ...32
Taylor McFerrin ...32
The London Souls ...36
Tim Hecker ...40
White Mystery ...39
Yoko and the Oh No's ...33

Special event
147 Pianos, Devil's Work, The Last Cabrini ...16
Award Party Variety Show ...54
Baadassss Award Show ...11
Brian Wilson Retrospective ...18
Chicago Afrobeat Project Live Score Dance Party ...39
David Bowie Retrospective ...17
Eszter Balint, Daniel Knox.Eli Dixon, Mendings ...33
Live Score Video Game ...16
Mortified ...16
Sound Of Silent Films
Yehudi Menuhin: The Violin of the Century w/ live ...16
Award Party Variety Show ...54
Baadassss Award Show ...11
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